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Abstract 

The progressive education movement broadly elevates reforms centered around 

individualized instruction and social consciousness. Montessori schooling presents a uniquely 

successful case where organized nonprofits have facilitated notable expansion in recent years, 

thus begetting two intertwined questions: could contentious education politics harm the 

Montessori movement going forward? Moreover, what specific values guide leading proponents’ 

advocacy? I engage in exploratory research to address these topics. First, I draw upon national 

survey results to uncover ideological and demographic determinants of Montessori support. This 

work unearths a consistent inverse association between conservative political ideology and 

favorability toward key aspects of the Montessori method. Secondly, I leverage conceptual 

categories derived from Moral Foundations Theory in the quantitative content analysis of 

prominent Montessori nonprofits’ website-based public communications. Relative moral term 

usage across organizations exhibited some high-level similarities but was often significantly 

different in formal comparisons. Together, both analytical strategies highlight and contextualize 

the emergent need to determine whether specific teaching methods evoke meaningful ideological 

reactions from stakeholders. 
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Introduction 

 As increasingly divisive politics expand their dominion over American K-12 education 

(Houston 2024), the intersections between voters’ ideological convictions and specific 

educational innovations bear ever more importance. The following research integrates this 

phenomenon into the exploratory examination of Montessori principles— an unorthodox focus 

amidst education discourses often driven by school choice initiatives (e.g., Betts and Tang 2011; 

Angrist, Pathak and Walters 2013; Egalite and Wolf 2016), including classic debates over charter 

schools and, more recently, nontraditional practices like homeschooling (Bartholet 2020; Chen, 

Hinton, and VanderWeele 2021; Dee 2023). Perhaps captivated by these and other discussions, 

few scholars or commentators have followed the comparatively marginal Montessori movement 

closely (see Whitescarver and Cossentino 2008; Debs 2021; Murray et al. 2022 for notable 

exceptions). Sparing references certainly emerge here and there when discussing decentralized 

microschooling communities (McDonald 2022; Valley 2023), reforms to existing public school 

curricula (Sanden 2007; Green 2022), demographic influences on Montessori knowledge and 

support (Murray 2008), or the socio-cultural factors associated with school choice (Nieves and 

Dougherty 2006; Parker 2007; Barnum 2019), but acknowledgments such as these keep quite 

lonesome company. Furthermore, many such research projects are relegated to theses and 

dissertations or the non-academic press.  

When and where Montessori transcends student initiatives, white papers, and news 

articles to grace peer-reviewed journal pages or government databases, researchers have not yet 

inquired into the method’s implications for a pluralistic and contentious national politics. Rather, 

extant studies frequently stick to program evaluations and curricular fidelity analyses (Lillard et 

al. 2017; Marshall 2017; Culclasure, Fleming and Riga 2018; Murray, Daoust, and Chen 2019), 
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or float possible integrations with other pedagogical approaches (Mavric 2020; D’Cruz 2022; 

Phillips 2022). Some less conventional papers present readers with sweeping, predominantly 

normative treatises on virtues embedded within the method’s high-minded philosophy (Wasson 

and Boyles 1998; Colgan 2020), while still others explore the relationships between Montessori 

schooling and voucher programs (DeAngelis 2020) or student body diversity (Debs 2016). And 

yet, the aforementioned foci— among even narrower topics— do not make Montessori’s 

underlying ideological suppositions conversant with real world political implications for public 

support. Instead, the most relevant prior study can be found in the marketing literature, where 

Jung and Mittal (2021) explore political values’ impact on consumer preferences for 

“independence” or “conformance” pedagogy. Although this article powerfully illuminates 

ideological distinctions between two broad categories of educational programs, no measure in 

the authors’ survey or complementary experiments tailors itself to Montessori specifically. 

Additional research customized for specific teaching methods is much needed, as it is self-

evident that not all forms of progressive (or “independence”) education are equivalent. 

For the present study, Montessori’s compatibility with other teaching methods, its 

effectiveness, and the remaining host of typical research topics are better suited to education 

studies than political science. Instead, the most pertinent implications which arise from the 

Montessori case are twofold. On one hand, it would behoove the Montessori movement to 

determine how well the ideology it honors through classroom guiding principles aligns with 

prevailing political attitudes on educational goals and methods. After all, every classroom model 

whose execution hinges upon public funding has, for better or worse, inherently activated the 

scrutiny of politically-motivated actors with competing visions as to the scope, function, and 

form of public services. Of equal import is the extent to which Montessori activists elevate a 
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unified and politically salient message during their advocacy. When first seeking information 

from organizations devoted to the cause, would encountering narratives from different 

Montessori organizations cause curious parents, legislators, or policy analysts to associate the 

Montessori method with divergent underlying value structures?  

The following research project opens novel windows into both core questions. I begin by 

theoretically motivating, and then constructing and analyzing, two nationally-representative 

survey batteries that describe respondent ideology and reactions to the key concepts which 

undergird Montessori classrooms. Secondly, I build an original text dataset comprising public 

website contents from five Montessori advocacy nonprofits, as well as select historical texts in 

the public domain (Project Gutenberg n.d.), to identify dominant moral concepts advanced by 

thought leaders within the Montessori movement. The combination of these synergistic strategies 

offers a descriptive picture of the current policy environment faced by Montessori schools, 

activists, taxpayers, and prospective consumers. OLS regression and large n content analysis are 

employed to a) determine associations between ideology and Montessori support measures, and 

b) uncover cross-organizational differences and similarities in the philosophical values promoted 

by major Montessori advocates. In this manner, I enhance extant scholarship concerning the 

influence of core beliefs over policy preferences with insights into the priorities of a niche, but 

growing, education ecosystem. 

The Montessori Method: An Eclectic Teaching Philosophy Gaining Ground 

 Montessori praxis extolls distinctly ideological concepts (e.g., ordered freedom, 

individuality, peace education, whole-child learning, and choice within limits) that, while broad 

in the abstract, may offer the potential for varied reactions among education stakeholders if tied 

to concrete statements about classroom goals. Although Montessori has, on occasion, come 
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under fire for its reputation as a haven for vanishingly small pockets of suburban elites (Winter 

2022), my research assumes that Montessori schooling is unlikely to remain locked away within 

society’s upper strata. Not only has the method gained traction in both public and private schools 

as an alternative approach to traditional K-12 and charter models (Debs and Brown 2017; Hilty 

et al. 2021; Montessori Census n.d.), but open advocacy for Montessori also features within 

recent media from prominent D.C. think tanks (Murray 2017; Hirsh-Pasek and Hadani 2020; 

Brown 2023), and in philanthropic activities by the ultra-rich (Hess 2023). The meteoric rise of 

vouchers, education savings accounts, and other school choice programs throughout many— 

typically conservative (Greene and Paul 2021)— U.S. states likewise ensures that numerous 

private Montessori schools will ultimately receive public funding (Cierniak, Stewart and Ruddy 

2015; Lueken 2021). Inquiry into popular support for Montessori education as a policy 

innovation is thus clearly germane to government financial accountability and political efficacy.  

 Before contextualizing the political landscape faced by Montessori proponents, it is 

necessary to identify the mythology and practices that their marquee teaching method inhabits. 

On the former, Montessori pedagogy comprises the life’s work of an eponymous Italian 

physician, Dr. Maria Montessori, who sought to scientifically develop a classroom structure 

suited to special needs children, and eventually, to the needs of all children (Danner and Fowler 

2015). The Montessori method gained popularity in America during the Progressive Era of the 

early 1900s, though several circumstances prevented any one centralized organization from 

rallying the cause thereafter: contested business arrangements around teaching materials (Gutek 

and Gutek 2016, Ch. 8), ideological purity conflicts between American supporters and Maria 

Montessori (Whitescarver and Cossentino 2008, p. 2580), and critiques from prominent 

progressive education reformers (Hiles 2018, p. 1) all played fundamental roles. Although there 
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has existed an ebb and flow of Montessori school enrollment over time, it is still the case that no 

single entity possesses ownership over the Montessori name or instruction method within the 

United States (Lillard and McHugh 2019, p. 2). Accordingly, school quality control has 

historically been relegated to soft enforcement structures, such as approval from external 

nonprofit associations like the Association Montessori Internationale and American Montessori 

Society— whose relationships and interpretations of true Montessori pedagogy have at times 

been adversarial (Whitescarver and Cossentino 2008, p. 2586-2588). The modern era, however, 

represents what is arguably the greatest period of cooperation between major Montessori 

advocates in American history, with multiple formal organizations now participating in 

substantial joint initiatives (e.g., MPPI n.d.) to popularize the broader teaching community 

surrounding Montessori. 

 In theory, Montessori education accurately identifies critical points in child development 

and uniquely stimulates children’s capacities for personal and intellectual growth. This process, 

achieved through (literally) hands-on learning, activates the mind, the body, and one’s emotions 

in self-directed, uninterrupted work cycles (Long, Westerman, and Ferranti 2022). Such 

emphasis on the “whole child” causes Montessorians to gravitate toward systematic, or activity 

performance-based, assessments to an extent that conflicts with the traditional K-12 focus on 

standardized tests (Block 2015, p. 44). Ideally, teachers assume the role of scientific observers 

who record the child’s spontaneous behavior in activities modeled after the real world, or the 

“Practical Life” lived by adults in the child’s culture, and chosen by the child him or herself 

(Taggart, Fukuda, and Lillard 2018, p. 2). These insights are then incorporated into carefully 

tailored and supposedly non-coercive plans for fostering individual growth (Mavric 2020, p. 16, 
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18-19). During the entire process, students are neither compared to peers nor excluded from 

working alongside them, including across ages, but do ultimately learn at their own pace.  

The high level of agency afforded to children under Montessori instruction begs for 

assurances as to students’ motivation, work quality, and socialization with others. On these 

matters, the Montessori framework insists that children are best motivated if the classroom 

environment offers engaging activity choices that, in and of themselves, stimulate intrinsic 

curiosity and a drive toward self-improvement (Rathunde and Csikszentmihalyi 2005, p. 345). 

Respect for others’ interests, emotions, and cooperative contributions throughout the course of 

the school day will then instill strong classroom values generalizable to the global community. 

This latter axiom is often described by Montessori proponents as peace education (Debs 2022; de 

Brouwer, Klaver, and van der Zee 2023, p. 36), though the social element embedded within 

Montessori may also envelope other, more complex, dimensions like a “spiritual benefit” derived 

from environmental stewardship (Lillard and McHugh 2019, p. 8). While by no means 

exhaustive, the overview thus provided attests to Montessori advocates’ veneration for freedom 

within set limits, as well as their complementary view that children can only gain true 

independence and eventually contribute their greatest self to society when teachers act as helpful 

guides rather than strict authorities (de Brouwer, Klaver, and van der Zee 2023, p. 34). 

Discipline, Order, and Freedom: Implications for Education Policy 

 Existing ideological cleavages may either derail or accelerate Montessori philosophy’s 

lurch toward the mainstream if core political values surrounding the behavior of children, 

parents, and society conflict with Montessori prescriptions. For instance, many conservative 

Protestants, a key American voting bloc, endorse disciplinarian approaches to parenting 

(Hoffman, Ellison, and Bartkowski 2017), while fathers who are politically conservative exhibit 
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more confidence in their own parenting than liberal counterparts (Elder and Greene 2016). 

Several longitudinal surveys have further uncovered positive relationships between restrictive 

parenting and the subjected child’s adult political conservatism (Fraley et al. 2012; Wegemer and 

Vandell 2020). One popular thread spanning linguistic and psychological research has taken 

these findings and merged their implications with cognitive science— framing the values 

separating liberals from conservatives as a parenting metaphor via George Lakoff’s Moral 

Politics Theory, or MPT (Feinberg and Wehling 2018). In essence, this theory argues that all 

individuals comprehend intangible concepts through comparisons to lived experiences. It 

logically follows that each side of the conventional ideological divide demands governance 

which mimics their preferred family structure, given the centrality of this social unit to daily life. 

Liberals and conservatives, then, both center the nation as an amorphous family, and the state as 

either a “Nurturing Parent” or “Strict Father,” respectively (Lakoff 2002, p. 13).  

Within MPT, the Nurturant model demands laws that center community and encourage 

empathetic and active care for others, while Strict Father governments implement ironclad rules 

in pursuit of building a self-disciplined public (Knackmuhs and Knapp 2020). These principles 

spiral outward into a host of other axioms. For liberals, cooperation, communication, and free-

flowing childhood exploration are moral imperatives essential to sculpting a defined “social 

conscience” from the cognitive material of every person’s innate human goodness (Lakoff 2002, 

p. 109-111, 113). Concurrently, individuals still possess clear needs that Nurturing Parents must 

address lest hardships undermine the child’s social conscience (p. 119, 121). It is perhaps for this 

reason that liberals consider “protection from external dangers” a noble and fulfilling form of 

care (p. 109), and when internal or personal failings are acknowledged, these moral weaknesses 

are still largely defined through a community orientation (p. 127). For conservatives, humanity is 
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viewed as corrupt by default, and when left unconstrained, humans are presumed to foment a 

dangerous world. However, “tough love” from legitimate authorities (see p. 70, 96-97), well-

designed and fair punishments, and competitive social structures can correct the deficient self-

discipline that plagues human nature (Barker and Tinnick 2006; Feinberg and Wehling 2018). 

The sanctity of these social roles, naturally, breeds deep resentment against any “illegitimate” 

moral authorities who seek to co-opt similar duties (Lakoff 2002, p. 79). 

Many other components of MPT further define each ideology’s approach to order and 

authority, as well as their expected impact on the individual. The Strict Father worldview 

condemns weak rules and undeserved rewards as roads to permanent dependence, and 

fundamentally distrusts the child (or citizen). Meanwhile, the Nurturant model sees all rules as a 

mutual bargain between parent and child, and effectively contends, in its purest form, that 

actions undertaken to meet “needs” cannot be undeserved (Feinberg and Wehling 2018). MPT 

additionally contrasts the two moral foundations by positing that the Strict Father assumes a non-

interventionist position once children develop an independent sense of morals (see Feinberg and 

Wehling 2018). Morality, of course, is narrowly defined as one’s ability to exercise restraint and 

discipline (Lakoff 2002, p. 73) against both internal flaws and external pressures (p. 75). 

Progressives instead expect cradle-to-grave empathetic intervention (Feinberg and Wehling 

2018). The possibility for only conditional paternalism on the ideological right perhaps helps 

smooth over distinctions between libertarians and conservatives, and Lakoff (2002) argues that 

these two fellow-travelers operate from the same priorities despite the former’s much greater 

preference for limited government (p. 295).  

Overall, the dichotomy presented here is merely illustrative, and MPT acknowledges that 

not all political actors are equivalent or cognitively consistent. The two overarching models, 
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therefore, describe the coherent ideologies advanced by “strict” conservatives and liberals, such 

as political elites, who consistently apply one model and attempt to foster greater consistency 

within their own side (Lakoff 2002, p. 15-16). Even these individuals may vary in belief intensity 

when compared to the broader group (see Ch. 17), though true political moderates are much less 

explored than archetypical liberals and conservatives in the original framework. In Lakoff’s 

view, the political “middle” simply comprises those who either strongly adopt both moral 

framings and change specific positions based on policy framings (see Feinberg et al. 2020), or a 

subset of liberals and conservatives who “are willing to compromise for pragmatic purposes” 

(Lakoff 2002, p. 393).  

MPT can thus be understood as a fairly comprehensive, but likely imperfect, theory of 

political moral reasoning. Encouragingly, its predictions are broadly consistent with correlations 

between Strict Father attitudes and conservative political ideology in several surveys (e.g., 

Barker and Tinnick 2006; Janoff-Bulman, Carnes, and Sheikh 2014; Feinberg and Wehling 

2018; Feinberg et al. 2020), qualitative interviews concerning participants’ life experiences 

(McAdams et al. 2008), and content analyses of political advertisements (Ohl et al. 2013; Moses 

and Gonzales 2015). Feinberg et al. (2020) likewise uncover evidence for the rarely-tested 

hypotheses that political moderates strongly embrace both worldviews simultaneously, and are 

malleable to policy framings that expressly use either form of moral reasoning. It is worth 

noting, still, that the assumed liberalism-Nurturance link has occasionally been called into 

question (see Janoff-Bulman, Carnes, and Sheikh 2014), with Ohl et al. (2013) also discovering 

that Republican presidential candidates actually do leverage Nurturant Parent narratives with 

some frequency. Albeit, one can imagine that such behavior might primarily attempt to reach 

non-conservative voters.  
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Earlier critiques of MPT have questioned the relationship between Lakoff’s theory and 

his politics (Higgins 1998), or noted that his argument insufficiently accounts for social and 

historical factors that may influence understandings of family as a concept (Sebberson 1997). 

Lindke and Oppenheimer’s recent (2022) helicopter parenting surveys imply another potential 

issue: some MPT-consistent effects may result from an unknown latent variable driving 

paternalism in both parenting and politics. Finally, one additional psychological framework, 

Moral Foundations Theory or MFT (Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009), might deepen MPT’s 

insights by providing a more parsimonious set of basic liberal and conservative characteristics 

that help further facilitate group comparisons. Empirical researchers from this tradition have 

observed some basic overlap between each ideological faction along fairness and harm reduction 

dimensions (Weber and Federico 2013), but have also argued that conservatives weigh these 

values against three competing concerns— respect for authority, moral purity, and ingroup bias 

or loyalty (Haidt and Graham 2007)— which are strikingly similar to key Strict Father precepts. 

Regardless of one’s preference for either MPT, MFT, or simply a grab-bag approach to political 

psychology, there seem to exist multiple converging research trends that emphasize the premium 

American conservatives place on authority and a traditional social order. 

Thus, Montessori and other highly philosophical teaching methods may become victims 

or beneficiaries of the downstream effects produced by political actors’ implicit moral reasoning. 

After all, Montessori inherently activates concerns about, and visions for, the proper social roles 

and behaviors exhibited by children— merging these micro-level prescriptions with progressive 

societal goals. If right-leaning Americans elevate a series of political narratives (e.g., the value of 

rewards and punishments to manually instill discipline, the need for strong authorities, etc…) 

that lend themselves to discipline, order, and complementary values as basic motivating 
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concepts, Montessori may appear far too nurturing and permissive. Moreover, this specific 

analytical framing benefits from several studies with varying theoretical inspirations but similar 

conclusions to how MPT and MFT each describe core conservative impulses. For instance, 

conservatives’ general disposition toward social order over alternative values may mediate 

personality contributors to their ideological convictions (Xu et al. 2019). In a similar vein, 

scholars have stressed distinctions between the moral priorities of self-regulation and inhibition 

on the right, and self-exploration and sympathy toward active change on the left (Janoff-Bulman 

2009; McAdams, Hanek, and Dadabo 2013). The latter of these findings quite naturally fits the 

permissive nature of Montessori pedagogy, and thus contrasts the conservative insistence on a 

constrained humanity (e.g., Sowell 2002, Ch. 2).  

 

H1: Greater sympathy toward conservative values will depress support for Montessori 

teachings. 

 

Still, imposing solely a liberal-conservative measurement system onto the public 

commits an injustice to many Americans’ multi-dimensional political thinking; several research 

agendas would challenge the common practice of ordering individuals from left to right. As an 

example, Cultural Theory instead constructs diverse value groups, including but not limited to 

“hierarchs” who favor clear lines of authority and order in social arrangements, “egalitarians” 

who embrace horizontal collective choice and subject freedom to community standards, and 

“individualists” who reject social conformity for maximal independence (Swedlow 2002, p. 269, 

271). Other work merely expands outward the standard left versus right framework to similar 

effect. Public opinion researchers have classified libertarians as distinct from both conservatives 
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and liberals in their preferences for (negative) freedom over order (Swedlow 2008) and perhaps 

all other values (Iyer et al. 2012), while left-wing authoritarians exhibit commonalities with 

counterparts on the right (Costello et al. 2022). Similar nuances, though often overlooked in 

modern political debates, might have a tangible impact on the coalitions that could drive 

continued Montessori expansion. I pay special heed to the glowing Montessori profiles produced 

by several libertarian organizations over the last few decades (Powell 1995; Enright 2010; 

Meany 2020; Kirby 2022) despite the teaching method’s historical ties to progressivism. In my 

view, these anecdotes complement the political values literature in reiterating a need to 

empirically distinguish, at the very least, libertarians or individualists from order-ideating 

traditional conservatives. 

 

H2: Higher preference for libertarianism will generate greater support for Montessori 

teachings. 

 

As discussed previously, it is clear that Montessori education implicates many nurturant 

or progressive attitudes: a (global) community focus, an emphasis on cultural competency and 

emotional growth, the absence of strict disciplinarians within the classroom, and more. 

Simultaneously, however, the method channels a libertarian spirit through its reverence for 

spontaneous choice and individualized learning— even if the appeal of these features to some on 

the right is likely blunted by direct overtures to liberal rallying cries like social justice and 

environmentalism. I contribute to past work that has uncovered differential support for 

permissive education programs between liberals and conservatives (Jung and Mittal 2021) by 

examining whether any specific Montessori sub-components become deal breakers for 
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libertarians who might otherwise appreciate a laissez-faire classroom. Indeed, the theoretical line 

separating libertarians from conservatives exists within a political context where the former often 

participate in Republican party politics (Boaz and Kirby 2006), indicating some tolerance of 

broadly conservative stances on hot-button cultural issues. I propose that distinguishing between 

permissive classroom practices and the ultimate social goals advanced by Montessori proponents 

will thus yield important insights for future coalition-building efforts. Montessori advocates 

would benefit from learning which actors on the broadly-defined right, if any, may be potential 

allies by virtue of their most fundamental principles. Conversely, if conservatives do indeed 

oppose Montessori as a replacement for traditional schooling models, the elite representatives 

who embody and voice such concerns would likely desire to understand whether libertarians 

require additional convincing to tow the coalition line. 

 

H3: Higher preference for libertarianism will decrease support for specific classroom goals that 

further progressive causes. 

Public Values and Nonprofit Advocacy 

 Public policy theories and the concepts they bring to bear, such as the importance of 

political actors’ core values in coalition building, are sparingly integrated into work on nonprofit 

advocacy narratives (Ward et al. 2023), with some notable exceptions (Vaughan and Arsneault 

2008, Fyall and McGuire 2015). And yet, voters’ and other political actors’ most fundamental 

beliefs ultimately influence individual susceptibility to policy framings (Jones, Baumgartner and 

True 1998, p. 23; Druckman, Peterson, and Slothuus 2013, p. 58) that exploit the preference sets 

made manifest through ideology. This gap between the need to understand signals conveyed by 

politically-active nonprofits to both subject matter experts and the public, and the need to 
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identify whether such messages implicate public opinion and policy change, presents a 

significant, broadly unmet challenge for mapping nonprofit activities onto specific political 

movements.  

The three-tiered value system articulated by the Advocacy Coalition Framework, or ACF 

(Jenkins-Smith et al. 2018), presents an especially promising complement to analysis of the 

Montessori case as well as future work describing nonprofit activism. ACF hypothesizes that 

political activity within policy subsystems causally derives from a nested series of ideological 

convictions: an issue-transcendent “deep core” of philosophical axioms, the somewhat more 

malleable “policy core” that envelopes the bundle of normative and positive claims relevant to a 

specific policy arena, and at last, the relatively weak “secondary beliefs” concerning narrow 

mechanics (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier 1994). These concepts are manifestly consequential for 

describing and predicting which political actors nonprofit advocates may engage with 

collegiality or hostility. To wit: ACF assumptions declare subsystem coalitions to be rooted in 

ideology, often at the policy core level (Weible, Sabatier, and McQueen 2009, p. 122-123), and 

further stipulate that the deep core and policy core are unlikely to change without strong external 

shocks (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier 1994).  

Within this discussion, it should be noted that ACF’s “coalitions” are not mass political 

coalitions in the sense of allied voting blocs, but rather expert or elite networks directly engaged 

in the policy making process. However, as fluctuations in public opinion are downstream from 

elite signals (Levendusky 2010; Druckman, Peterson, and Slothuus 2013), insights into public or 

constituent values almost certainly reflect many of the causes that elites take on with greater 

ideological intensity. It is accordingly a valuable exercise to consider Montessori in terms of the 

multiple levels at which the method operates. On one hand, Montessori pedagogy is merely a 
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policy instrument, but on the other, it puts into practice claims about human nature, aims for 

child mental and emotional development, and societal-level goals that blur together empirics 

with unabashed moralizing. For this reason, Montessori principles are perhaps best attributed to 

the policy core, given that nonprofit advocates will likely seek out allies based upon shared 

visions about what values to advance through the classroom as a tool.  

Public opinion research utilizing the nonprofit-driven Montessori movement also serves a 

second purpose beyond broadly categorizing potential supporters and antagonists. If Montessori 

principles exist within the policy core, then another set of values must govern any one person’s 

likelihood to embrace the method (or recoil in horror). Therein lies a strong opportunity to 

partially assess the broad predictions suggested by MPT’s parenting metaphor, which may help 

indicate the theory’s suitability for characterizing deep core values. While MPT may tend toward 

oversimplification, it nevertheless paints a believable picture of the motivations behind left-wing 

and right-wing perspectives. If continually supported and, accordingly, more widely adopted, the 

Strict Father and Nurturant Parent models may assist public policy scholars in forming credible 

hypotheses surrounding political behavior within coalitions.  

Montessori, of course, conveniently allows for the parenting metaphor to be taken more 

or less literally. One can easily imagine a world in which simply asking the public for responses 

to specific Montessori principles would activate otherwise hidden understandings of best 

practices for raising properly socialized children. Such is the motivating premise behind my first 

analytical strategy, taking the form of a national survey that weaves a common thread through 

past work on moral reasoning and core values. Although the project does not compile survey 

respondents’ general parenting attitudes and regress them on ideology (or vice versa) like past 

MPT survey work, Montessori convictions are instead used as objects of ideological judgment. 
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Through incorporating both liberal-conservative ideology and libertarianism as independent 

variables, my project thus puts a multi-dimensional spin on an indirect test of MPT. Couching 

this endeavor within the Montessori context enhances the literature around a critically under-

studied education policy innovation, and further enables a secondary strategy which recognizes 

the nonprofit sector’s influential role in American public policy. 

Regarding the latter, prior work makes clear that nonprofit advocates serve as powerful 

mediators in the democratic expression of popular sentiments. These organizations can leverage 

their resources and institutional advantages to amplify or address constituents’ concerns (Smith  

and Pekkanen 2012), though such activities are nuanced and may take on many forms: ranging 

from populist delegation of constituent demands, to mere public education, and even a more 

paternalistic trustee strategy featuring policy activism with limited constituent consultation 

(Yoshioka 2014). The divide distinguishing practices which empower constituents to express 

their own values, and those which “speak for” constituents within more narrow, elite settings, 

has elsewhere been categorized as a methodological chasm between “mobilization” and 

“representation” (Leroux and Goerdel 2009). Crucially, attempts to pool resources and political 

strength across multiple organizations may also necessitate funneling policy goals upward from 

the grassroots through multiple layers of bureaucracy; some nonprofit associations specifically 

represent other nonprofits, and in this manner, play incisive roles in communicating members’ 

preferences to policymakers (see Balassiano and Chandler 2010).  

Regardless of its functional form, nonprofit advocacy hinges upon service to a focal 

constituency— sometimes to the detriment of more general populations (Fyall 2016, p. 946). 

Wide-ranging factors then implicate nonprofits’ abilities to achieve their particular goals: access 

to coalitions, cross-sector intermediaries, and public employees (Mosley 2014; Fyall 2016; 
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MacIndoe and Beaton 2019), organizational managers’ perceptions of political opportunities 

(MacIndoe and Beaton 2019), and advocacy’s potential risks and benefits to financial resource 

flows (Chaves, Stephens and Galaskiewicz 2004; Fyall and McGuire 2015), along with a host of 

other influences (see Lu 2018). The success of advocacy activities may, in turn, tangibly alter 

which framings around any one policy begin to dominate the public imagination. For example, 

Vaughan and Arsneault (2008) utilize co-occurrences of news coverage and legislative change 

over multiple decades to argue that exceptional nonprofit advocates may force previously 

unimportant issues onto the national policy agenda. More recent experimental work (e.g., Bell, 

Fryar and Johnson 2021) likewise highlights that public reactions to policies may shift when 

nonprofit involvement becomes known, though the overall effect may depend on whether or not 

an issue generates controversy. 

The peculiarities of the Montessori space, from its niche (but growing) market to its 

uniquely conceptual precepts, make leading proponents prime candidates for uncovering a novel 

interplay between public values, public communications, and nonprofit advocacy. While the 

internal mechanics that dictate Montessori advocates’ managerial practices, motivations, and 

ambitions are unknown, many prominent associations maintain well-developed public websites 

that lay bare all dimensions of their common teaching philosophy. In this manner, key actors 

within the Montessori movement have effectively archived the universe of concepts which they 

deem important for the public to understand. These guiding principles— whether contained in 

blog posts, press releases, quotes, training presentations, or other documents advising schools, 

teachers, and lawmakers— comprise an overarching worldview that cannot be separated from 

Montessori praxis. It is thus crucial to identify whom the Montessori movement represents; 

extracting the underlying moral values that filter up into the Montessori policy core may help 
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determine the method’s general appeal, or lack thereof, and its resultant prospects for reshaping 

elite and mass opinion about K-12 instruction. 

With an eye toward capturing the breadth of Montessori advocacy while still imposing 

reasonable limits on the project, I have identified five prominent policy entrepreneurs within this 

unconventional space: The American Montessori Society (AMS), the National Center for 

Montessori in the Public Sector (NCMPS), the Association Montessori Internationale (AMI), the 

Association Montessori Internationale USA (AMI USA), and the Montessori Public Policy 

Initiative (MPPI). These advocates maintain their own brands, training courses, and other 

features while still convening under the MPPI— an apparent advocacy melting pot formed in 

2013 to wrangle together national leaders, state-level Montessori organizations, schools, and 

educators (MPPI n.d.). The co-existence of the MPPI alongside distinct parent organizations 

which still run separate accreditation and training activities raises more questions about unity 

within the movement than it provides answers. Differential foci across organizations provide an 

additional reason to explore the Montessori case. As one example, it could be possible that the 

public sector orientation implicit in NCMPS conflicts with the organizational and pedagogical 

interests of private Montessori schools. Distinct logics often govern private and public sector 

norms and management structures (Thornton and Ocasio 2008), and the impact of coercive 

pressures on public Montessori school teachers forced to reckon with standardized testing 

requirements has already been observed (Block 2015). 

These initial few thoughts are merely speculatory, though the Montessorians’ parallel 

lives marked by sporadic cross-communication inspire much ambiguity about messaging 

coordination. Perhaps the MPPI constrains itself solely to the values and topics where all 

members agree, with each supporting organization then branching off to advance its own 
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separate agenda. Conversely, the loose coalition may instead enable participating Montessori 

leaders to uncover new information through inter-organizational communication, and thus 

converge toward a unified front. Such behavior could take the form of ACF’s policy-oriented 

learning where policy core or secondary beliefs change as unforeseen data emerge, but it may 

also reflect MPT’s less restrictive expectation that elites will press allies to iron out moral 

reasoning inconsistencies.  

In line with a general recognition that substantive communication may breed some form 

of value convergence— however fundamental or shallow— my project advances the related 

hypothesis that modern Montessori advocacy most likely reflects the outcome of several 

normalizing effects. Some compelling justifications are rooted in conventional logic: common 

fora like the MPPI may offer a structured environment to promote learning, though more 

broadly, marginalized reformers hungry for greater influence likely find strength in numbers. 

Rich guidance from the written work of Maria Montessori, the teaching method’s founder, may 

further place hard limits on any one organization’s potential to stray from the values and detailed 

classroom prescriptions that gave rise to today’s network of Montessori schools. 

Three related phenomena from the literature provide more concrete bases in favor of the 

normalization hypothesis. For one, partnerships or alliances between nonprofits may enhance the 

likelihood of successfully attaining proactive policy changes, which involve the creation of 

wholly new policies (Buffardi, Pekkanen, and Smith 2017, p. 1239). Collaborations have also 

been shown to generate more advocacy activity in general (e.g., Lu 2018), and accordingly, 

seasoned activists and practitioners who seek to implement a fundamentally different K-12 

education system may be conscious of maintaining what political assets they have through 

minimizing disagreement. Second, “mimetic” and “normative” pressures emphasized under 
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institutional theory (DiMaggio and Powell 1983) predict that organizations will imitate perceived 

luminaries and conform to a prevailing professional identity to ensure their long-term viability. 

Put simply: organizations facing strong reputational threats from nonconformance should 

continually modify internal practices to avoid becoming the black sheep of the flock. In the 

present case, this logic might imply that even Montessori advocates who harbor different beliefs 

in private will develop their public communications strategies around areas of peer overlap. 

Third and finally, the ACF contends that expert coalitions within subsystems form around 

shared “normative and causal beliefs” (Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier 1994, p. 180). It is admittedly 

unclear how one should (or could) describe the policy subsystem in which allied Montessori 

organizations operate, and where any specific bounds (geographic, jurisdictional, or otherwise) 

may be drawn. Moreover, the actual agency of Montessori advocates is unknown; the recent 

spread of Montessori schools may well be happenstance borne from a political environment 

amenable to school choice and experimentation in education. Still, it is reasonable to assume that 

each Montessori organization wishes to operate within a meaningful K-12 policy subsystem, or 

expert network, and have identified one another as potential stepping stones. In this way, the 

current presence of similarities across each organization’s online communications would offer a 

snapshot into where these advocates stand in their (probable) move toward unity. 

Simultaneously, a comparison between the modern Montessorians and their philosophy’s 

originating texts would help determine whether progress toward this goal has required a 

departure from the movement’s prior foundations.  

 

H4: Montessori advocates will articulate similar themes throughout their online, text-based 

communications. 
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H5: These commonalities should also extend to Maria Montessori’s historical writings, which in 

theory form the basis for all modern Montessori advocacy. 

 

To fully understand nonprofit advocacy narratives, one must embark on a journey to the 

source. The thesis project’s second analytical strategy provides a comprehensive overview— 

subject to time restraints and coding rules— of public website contents for every relevant policy 

entrepreneur as well as several historical texts written by Maria Montessori. After amassing over 

three and a half million tokens in a large n text dataset, I was ultimately faced with a subjective 

judgment concerning the specific form of analysis that would best address H4 and H5 while 

remaining feasible. Unfortunately, there does not yet exist a formal coding dictionary, to the best 

of my knowledge, that can facilitate automated content analysis of the practices, terms, and 

discrete language unique to Montessori praxis or to progressive pedagogy more generally. And 

yet, the insights from public behavior and social psychology which motivate my project clearly 

imply that generalizable value systems rage beneath the mundane; grounded directives and 

specific policy instruments are not the only concepts of interest in political advocacy. 

It follows that H4 and H5 can be well-served through an analysis that centers its focus on 

the fundamental convictions which guide political aspirations. While much of the preceding 

discussion has elevated Moral Politics Theory and the intuitive applications of its parenting 

metaphor, a slight shift in purview better suits the practical realities inherent to exploring 

Montessori nonprofit advocacy. Indeed, scholars who perform work on the alternative and 

widely-cited Moral Foundations Theory have created an accessible coding dictionary with recent 

claims to psychometric validation (Frimer et al. 2019). This research product suits both the 

exploratory nature of my thesis, and the project’s overarching fascination with the ties that bind 
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ideology to K-12 education. MFT contends a broad liberal attraction to two “individualizing” 

moral bases of “care” and “fairness” that elevate nurturant behavior, reciprocal altruism, 

sensitivity toward others’ harm, and the deep-rooted good in humanity (Graham, Haidt, and 

Nosek 2009). Conservatives, then, primarily view themselves as subject to “binding” pressures 

from “authority,” “sanctity,” and “loyalty,” which may dominate liberal foundations (Kugler, 

Jost and Noorbaloochi 2014). In theory, a moral conservative should favor purity, stable 

traditions, obedience to respected authorities, deference to in-group members, and political 

structures that curb flawed human impulses (Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009; Kivikangas et al. 

2021). Some prior work has characterized conservatives as attuned to all five philosophical 

dimensions (e.g., Haidt and Graham 2007), though negative associations between conservatism 

and the care and harm bases are common across various U.S. surveys (see Kivikangas et al. 2021 

for a review). 

These broad descriptors, alongside the earlier introduction of MFT, render obvious how 

Strict Father or disciplinarian attitudes roughly align with conservative moral foundations. An 

especially strong resonance clearly emerges in MFT’s and MPT’s common insistence that 

conservatives deify personal restraint, and often turn to sanctified social institutions as agents 

who impose this condition. At the same time, the frameworks do seem to diverge somewhat over 

the extent to which conservatives or liberals more fully embody a community orientation. For 

example, liberal social consciousness as a social endeavor not solely rooted in individual rights 

logic may receive more detailed treatment in MPT. One seminal piece on survey validation using 

MFT instead posits that liberals view the individual as “the locus of moral value,” while 

conservatives tend to emphasize the family and well-ordered communities (Graham et al. 2011). 
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Compared to such a framing, MPT’s insistence that all politics stem from internal 

conceptualizations surrounding ideal families appears transgressive. 

Whether one views liberalism and conservatism as individualistic or communitarian is a 

lesser issue for the Montessori case than the more fundamental notions of control, discipline, and 

liberal nurturance— conveniently, areas where both frameworks express broad agreement. The 

project anticipates that conservative support for any one Montessori advocacy organization 

would primarily rest upon the authority dimension (or its absence), with theoretical predictions 

for other foundations less obvious. Although this final hypothesis is not formally testable within 

the bounds of the project, it is nonetheless worth considering as a theme that links together both 

the survey research and text analysis strategies. Appendix A replicates the second version of the 

Moral Foundations Dictionary,1 which serves as my measurement tool for the latter endeavor. 

Analytical Strategy I: National Survey on Education Policy 

 The first stage of the thesis produced several components of an original survey 

instrument that, together, constituted quality national data on the Montessori method. Key 

questions spanned public perceptions of Montessori principles, respondent ideology, and rich 

demographic characteristics, with the non-demographic data split across two survey batteries. All 

questions were administered on the Education Policy Attitudes Survey conducted by the 

University of Oklahoma Institute for Public Policy Research and Analysis through external 

survey provider Verasight in late March 2024. Panel members were recruited by Verasight using 

random address-based sampling, random person-to-person text messaging, and dynamic online 

 
1As accessed through the quanteda package in R. 
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targeting with additional verification procedures. The sampling strategy targeted U.S. adults with 

an intentional oversample of parents and reported a sampling error of +/- 2.9 percent.  

For those individuals who ultimately received invitations, Montessori and ideology 

batteries were presented at the conclusion of a roughly 18 minute survey (median completion 

time: 15 minutes) covering various education policy topics. My first relevant question set 

comprised nine Montessori support measures in addition to an exploratory bonus question that 

captured participants’ reactions to schools which embrace market logic in their public 

communications (see Bezos Day One Fund n.d.). The second question set briefly explored 

respondent liberalism and conservatism alongside two core elements of libertarian thought. 

Human subjects research approval was obtained through the University of Oklahoma 

Institutional Review Board on January 26, 2024 (IRB No. 8639, Reference No. 758838).  

Data 

Logically following from the research design hitherto discussed, I combined my nine 

core pedagogical questions to build an overall Montessori index representative of the defining 

beliefs that a typical outside observer would meaningfully distinguish from traditional K-12 

education or other alternatives. These principles included: the child’s independence from strict 

teacher control (especially concerning choice of activities), the integration of mind, body, and 

emotions in the learning process, environmental stewardship, an emphasis on practical activities 

relevant to the real world, culturally responsive teaching, skepticism of standardized 

assessments, a preference for fostering intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation, belief in global 

citizenship, and a focus on social justice sentiments described earlier in this paper as “peace 

education.” Appendix B contains the text for each survey item, all of which were measured via a 

Likert-type scale (Croasmun and Ostrom 2011) where 1 represented strongly agree and 5 
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represented strongly disagree with the provided statement. Such that lower scores on sub-items 

would consistently represent closeness to the Montessori method when collapsed into the overall 

index, one item describing support for standardized testing was reverse coded in the final 

analysis dataset.  

 Strident Montessorians might consider the above list truncated, or note that it lacks blow-

by-blow details about specific classroom practices. I instead argue that the resultant index 

realistically captures what most consumers— perhaps bombarded by various educational 

options, though more importantly, subject to time, information, and attention constraints (Jones, 

Baumgartner and True 1998)— would reasonably gather that a Montessori school offers. From 

the simplified components on the survey (itself subject to resource constraints), one can easily 

understand that Montessori takes pride in cultivating choice and bounded freedom in the 

classroom and combines these overarching values with claims toward socio-cultural 

consciousness and student-centered education. This framing is likely the most depth with which 

the typical person will examine Montessori, and some prior work even suggests that, as matters 

presently stand, members of the public may largely have an incomplete understanding of 

Montessori classroom practices (Murray 2008, p. 50-51). Nonetheless, curious minds will 

certainly find value in other reviews that articulate the granular activities which effectuate 

Montessori classroom fidelity (e.g., Murray, Daoust, and Chen 2019).  

Beyond offering survey respondents opportunities to reveal their preferences for or 

against Montessori’s most important distinguishing features, I devised a complementary pair of 

ideology measures that enabled respondents to express multi-dimensional politics. The uniquely 

philosophical nature of Montessori— and more generally progressive— pedagogy might belie a 

simple liberal-conservative scale by activating deeper beliefs, such as values for decentralization 
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and individual choice in opposition to the dictates of external authorities. I attempt to nuance my 

analysis beyond merely the traditional scale through gauging respondents’ faith in laissez-faire as 

well as their trust in government’s efficacy at ameliorating “bad situations.” These measures 

approximate respondent libertarianism (contrasted with communism) along ordinal Likert scales 

in much the same manner as Montessori support and liberal-conservative ideology. At the same 

time, the paucity of libertarians within the American public relative to liberals, conservatives, 

and moderates (Boaz and Kirby 2006), and the related possibility that weak libertarians may be 

indistinguishable from conservatives, motivated an alternative operationalization: participants 

who provided the strongest possible response to both measures were dichotomously coded as 

committed libertarians, with all those who submitted weaker responses to one or both measures 

determined non-committed. 

The multi-dimensional approach struck me as an especially worthwhile endeavor after 

considering how some Montessori elements, like its permissiveness and emphasis on student 

choice of activities, align closely with libertarian economists’ profound faith that spontaneous 

individual behavior inherently generates positive social outcomes (e.g., Hayek 1945, p. 526-

527). At the same time, the primacy of globalism, social justice, environmentalism, and related 

concepts to modern Montessori advocacy harbor popular associations with left-leaning priorities 

whose greatest champions may favor central planning as an organizing principle for society. 

Thus, my project was motivated by more than curiosity about the Montessori method in and of 

itself. Beneath this interest churned further questions regarding whether the public draws any 

connections between political philosophy and pedagogy, and if so, which specific values 

(laissez-faire, distrust in collective action, or both) drive partial effects on Montessori index 
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scores. Any insights into the link between public values and preferred classroom structures could 

help build a useful foundation to thoughtfully contextualize the modern politics of education. 

Table 1 contributes to this discussion through descriptive statistics for the survey 

sample’s key demographic characteristics and responses to the Montessori and ideological 

measures. 2,250 respondents made up the final sample, though not all participants entered valid 

responses for every question. Notably, every Montessori principle (except for its anti-test 

orientation) exhibited an ability to draw more positive reactions than ambivalence on average. 

This result was especially meaningful when considering how the survey sample achieved a near-

even balance between both liberals and conservatives at just under 40 percent each, with realistic 

proportions of Democrats and Republicans. Parents were overrepresented as expected (58 

percent), and while the panel skewed toward men, metropolitans and the college-educated, other 

factors such as race/ethnic diversity and 2020 Biden/Trump vote reasonably reflected the voting 

public. Moreover, any areas of discrepancy with the nation at large were, in theory, addressable 

through weights that survey provider Verasight benchmarked to the population; my regression 

models controlled for all variables used in calculating these weights to eliminate bias and help 

generalize to the U.S. population. Other complementary descriptive strategies like various graphs 

and differences in means simply contextualized the sample’s responses. 

Montessori support and other characteristics within the unweighted sample are still likely 

of interest to education reformers, who may need to target similar communities while pursuing 

policy changes. Readers may wish to know, for instance, that the cushion available to each 

Montessori concept varied: elements such as practical “real world” lessons and classroom 

interactions with nature achieved respective means of 1.97 and 1.94, indicating more than slight 

support, whereas student-driven activity choices and the bonus measure reflecting business-like 
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“students as customers” schooling generated more controversy at means of 2.77 and 2.76, each. 

Given the accurate ideological and partisan balances, it is likewise interesting to note that about 

10 percent of individuals who responded to both libertarianism measures qualified for the 

committed libertarian category, constituting just over 9.8 percent of all survey respondents. This 

appeared consistent with past, similarly cautious estimates that libertarians account for 7 to 11 

percent of the American population (Cox, Navarro-Rivera, and Jones 2013; Kiley 2014). Thus, 

additional confidence might be had in the related findings that respondents on average leaned 

toward laissez-faire (mean: 2.37) and generalized distrust in government (mean: 2.67).  

[See Table 1] 

Methods 

Prior to performing OLS regression via several models, I first evaluated the internal 

consistency of the Montessori and libertarianism indices using Cronbach’s alpha (Tavakol and 

Dennick 2011). The alpha measure is commonly deployed in psychological, medical, and social 

scientific survey research to calculate an index reliability statistic via correlations between each 

sub-item and the parent index. Results were quite encouraging for the overall Montessori index, 

as the 95 percent confidence interval around alpha (following Feldt, Woodruff and Salih 1987) 

ranged between 0.67 and 0.71 (point estimate: 0.69), where one is the maximum possible alpha. 

Researchers generally aim for an ideal 0.70 reliability threshold, though scholars have on 

occasion labeled considerably lower alphas as “good” or “acceptable” with some controversy 

(Taber 2018). Appendix C demonstrates that poor alignment between opposition to standardized 

testing and endorsement of Montessori principles depressed the above alpha: all elements hung 

decently on one underlying factor, or latent construct, with which testing opposition alone was 

negatively correlated. Survey participants thus did not perceive skepticism of standardized 
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testing as necessary to support other Montessori principles and responded accordingly. Upon 

removing the testing question from the overall support index, alpha was bounded [0.77, 0.79] 

with a 0.78 point estimate, indicating high reliability. 

On libertarianism, questions describing free market capitalism and generalized distrust in 

government together produced an alpha bounded [0.38, 0.47] with a 0.43 point estimate, possibly 

indicating poor to moderate reliability. This may reflect the two measures’ imperfections but 

could also merely result from the small number of items at play (see Tavakol and Dennick 2011). 

Indeed, there are several other important components to libertarian thought that would help to 

distinguish libertarians from the market-oriented right more broadly. Among potential future 

considerations, respondents’ opposition to government intervention in private life, rather than 

just collective decisions, stands out as a particularly salient addition. So, too, does a measure 

more explicitly focused on the philosophical distinction between individualist and collectivist (or 

community) orientations.  

Nevertheless, I still considered the two present items to possess strong theoretical 

credibility in their succinct representation of a) laissez-faire capitalism, and b) revulsion toward 

collective choice through government, respectively. Few would deny the centrality of these 

themes to libertarian politics and activist movements. As previously mentioned, libertarianism 

was also dichotomized such that the most extreme respondents (i.e., capitalism and distrust 

scores of one) were considered committed libertarians, and all others non-libertarians.2 This 

operationalization more clearly addressed the project’s research goals and was the preferred 

measurement that carried through every model. After all, the sliding scale from libertarianism to 

communism inherently described a narrow choice among these alternatives and was not quite 

 
2 Respondents who failed to answer one or both of the libertarianism measures were coded as 
“NA.”  
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equivalent to identifying libertarians as a cohesive group; only the most ardent anti-communist 

respondents should be assumed to qualify as plausible libertarians. 

Statistical associations between political values and Montessori support were uncovered 

using multivariate OLS regression analyses with robust standard errors and extensive 

demographic controls. My basic linear model (1) took on the following form: 

(1) MontessoriOutcomei = B0 + B1 Ideologyi + B2 Libertarianismi + B3 Controlsi + ɛi 

Where the left side of the equation captures predicted values of the overall Montessori 

index and its sub-components, as well as the marketization bonus question, for respondent i. B0 

then represents the model intercept, Ideology represents the sliding scale of respondent liberalism 

or conservatism and B1 its partial effect, Libertarianism represents either the sliding scale from 

libertarianism to communism or membership among committed libertarians, and B2 the 

corresponding partial effects, Controls represent a vector of demographic characteristics that 

cover survey weighting criteria and B3 their partial effects, and finally, ɛi reflects the error term. 

All terms on the equation’s right-hand side describe their respective phenomena for respondent i.  

Although naive regression estimates would produce biased coefficients on the measures 

of interest for the general public, the above strategy was rendered credible through several 

contingencies. The partial associations between ideology and Montessori support among 

Americans at large should be unbiased provided that all regression models condition on the 

weighting criteria, and that the weighting criteria, or controls broadly speaking, encompass the 

universe of endogenous influences on the ideology-Montessori relationship. To these ends, I not 

only accounted for the survey’s weighting variables (age, race/ethnicity, sex, income, education, 

region, metropolitan status, parental status, partisanship, and 2020 vote), but also supplemented 

them with indicators for a) whether respondents attended a private K-12 school, and b) whether 
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respondents enrolled at least one child in private K-12 schools at the time of survey response. 

These variables may help account for prior experiences with Montessori and/or private 

schooling, which, if unaddressed by the model, could introduce bias from specific liberal or 

conservative participants recognizing that some questions described the Montessori method. 

Additional models were developed after exploring the data for theoretically meaningful 

sources of heterogeneity in ideology’s effect on the overall index and marketization outcomes. 

Appendix D visualizes some interesting “best fit line” trends in scores on the overall Montessori 

index and the bonus marketization question by most categorical and indicator variables. Many 

such interactions appeared small, or only exceeded the bounds of a 95 percent confidence 

interval at fairly extreme values for ideology. However, the core dependent variables seemed to 

beget at least some heterogeneity in their relationship with ideology for several groups within the 

sample, implying the need for an alternative specification (2) that explored theoretically notable 

conditional effects: 

(2) MontessoriOutcomei = B0 + B1 Ideologyi + B2 Libertarianismi + B3 Controlsi + B4 

[Ideologyi*ImportantCovariateski] + ɛi 

 Where the lefthand side of the equation once again represents the predicted Montessori 

support measures for respondent i, B0 reflects the model constant, Ideology represents demeaned 

ideology and B1 its partial effect, Libertarianism represents the dichotomous committed 

libertarian indicator and B2 its partial effect, Controls represent the demographic controls and B3 

their partial effects, and the interaction term represents several interactions between demeaned 

ideology and key categories or indicators k, with B4 describing their partial effects and ɛi the 

error term, all for respondent i. The primary specification for this model only explored the 

interactions between (demeaned) ideology and libertarianism, ideology and parenting status, 
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ideology and having attended a private school, and ideology and currently sending one’s child to 

a private school. These interactions appeared especially noteworthy for the marketization 

question, though more broadly speaking, the education policy literature would benefit from 

learning how individuals’ market orientations, past educational experiences, and lived 

experiences as parents mediate their ideological preferences for Montessori within a political 

environment amenable to school choice. Appendix E expands this analysis by providing 

regression results for overall Montessori support and marketization when models include every 

interaction between ideology and the categorical and dichotomous variables (i.e., only age is not 

interacted). 

 Figure 1 attempts to parse out potential nonlinearities using several scatterplots, inspiring 

a third model tailored specifically to the marketization question. Here, a smooth LOESS line fit 

to the data revealed that strong liberals dipped slightly closer in the aggregate to a “children as 

customers” position than moderates, with support thereafter increasing (moving toward one) 

more rapidly as conservatism grew salient. To explore this phenomenon in greater detail, I 

allowed for demeaned ideology to act as a polynomial in the following model (3): 

(3) Marketizationi = B0 + B1 Ideologyi + B2 Ideology2
i + B3 Libertarianismi +  

B4 Controlsi + ɛi 

Where the lefthand variable represents favorability toward “children as customers” for 

respondent i, and B0 represents the y-intercept. The two Ideology terms then reflect components 

of the n = 2 polynomial for demeaned ideology, and B1 and B2 their partial effects, 

Libertarianism represents the familiar indicator for libertarianism and B3 its partial effect, 

Controls represent the control vector and B4 each demographic characteristic’s partial effect, and 

ɛi represents the error term. This model was admittedly simplistic but nevertheless served as a 
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satisfactory test to determine whether the ties that bound “children as customers” philosophy 

with liberal-conservative ideology were truly nonlinear. 

[see Figure 1] 

Results and Discussion 

 As a starting point from which to contextualize my empirical analyses, Figure 2 segments 

respondents into three ideological factions and presents mean responses for overall Montessori 

support, the marketization question, and individual Montessori precepts. Several results were 

strikingly unambiguous, and one could be forgiven if moved to naively declare H1 supported 

from this simple visualization alone. Survey respondents who exceeded an ideological ranking of 

four (slight conservatives to strong conservatives) scored farther away from aggregated 

Montessori principles, on average, than either survey respondents with ideology lower than four 

(slight liberals to strong liberals), or “middle-of-the-road” respondents (ideology equal to four). 

A clear linear progression from liberal, to moderate, to conservative, emerged across the overall 

index and most Montessori sub-components—reflecting an increasing, statistically significant, 

but substantively small distaste towards Montessori as the sample shifted to the political right. 

The exploratory marketization question, then, broke the linear trend observed elsewhere,3 instead 

adopting a slightly lopsided quadratic shape whereby conservatives moved closest toward 

business-like education, followed by liberals, whose top 95 percent error bar marginally 

overlapped with moderates. 

[see Figure 2] 

 
3 The support measures for internal motivation, opposition to standardized testing, and practical 
lessons also displayed nonlinear patterns in their raw means, but unlike the marketization 
question, unweighted mean differences between liberals and conservatives were not statistically 
significant. 
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 Libertarians painted a slightly more complex picture. Contrary to the prediction laid out 

in H2, the committed libertarians identified earlier were less supportive (farther away) from the 

overall Montessori worldview than non-libertarians, and statistically indistinguishable from this 

same group regarding several classroom practices, such as practical lessons and even student 

choice.4 At the same time, H3 received some support from libertarians’ revealed preferences 

against key progressive social goals relative to non-libertarians, which appeared especially 

pronounced on matters like social justice and classroom aspirations toward a global community. 

Even then, these unweighted sample responses implied that the average libertarian surveyed was 

marginally more receptive to such concepts than ambivalence.  

Referring back to the motivating hypotheses in this manner neglects some important 

caveats. Beyond a clear need to account for weighting factors that would help the sample achieve 

parity with Americans at large, one must also contend with the study’s few libertarians 

(comprising only 221 respondents). Less-than-ideal statistical power may assist in explaining the 

unintuitive initial finding that mean unweighted libertarian support for marketized schools was 

not statistically different from mean support among non-libertarians, despite a (very) slightly 

lower point estimate in-line with theory.  

All-Model Results: Overall Index and Marketized Schools 

 The above expedition into within-sample mean responses by ideological factions 

portended several similar findings and some interesting clarifications in the more rigorous 

regression analyses. Table 2 situates model (1) coefficients using the libertarianism index (Panel 

A) alongside those that incorporate the alternative indicator (Panel B). Results across the two 

 
4 As articulated later, libertarianism was associated with greater support for student choice in 
both Panels E and F, illustrating that caution is warranted when interpreting the unweighted 
means. 
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panels pointed in a common direction,5 though remaining specifications will solely focus on 

plausibly identifiable libertarians given difficulties in attaching a substantive and practical 

meaning to the libertarianism-communism scale. Model (1) explained a similar proportion 

(roughly 0.14 to 0.15) of the variance in aggregate Montessori support with and without the 

standardized testing question, and similar variance when estimating the marketization measure.  

[see Table 2] 

Meanwhile, Table 3 details results from the second model including key interactions. 

Panel C reveals that any explanatory benefits from these new terms were minor: adjusted R2 rose 

by less than a hundredth for the overall index and just over a hundredth for the marketization 

question. Extensive, robust evidence below will attest that several political factors impacted 

essential dimensions of Montessori support at the margins, but I must first qualify these results 

due to the notable variance unexplained in my models. Characteristics extending beyond those 

captured in typical political science survey research, although presently unknown, clearly have 

some relation to Montessori teachings, and future work should build upon the present study by 

identifying and quantifying these mysteries. And yet, even if portions of Montessori support may 

be intrinsically non-political, I argue that marginal effects driven by ideological values may 

make or break wider Montessori adoption in marketplaces where parents have access to several 

schooling alternatives— and where some options may expressly promote conflicting beliefs. 

[see Table 3] 

Consistent with H1, a one-point increase in self-reported conservatism, all else remaining 

equal, shifted research subjects over half a point away from the worldview of an ideal 

 
5 Note that higher values on the libertarianism index indicated ordinal steps taken away from 
libertarianism, much like the measurement scheme used for the Montessori index. As such, the 
coefficients on both libertarianism measures pointed in the same theoretical directions despite 
their different signs. 
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Montessorian without regard to model specification. A significant effect, however, was not 

uncovered when switching partisan affiliation from Democrat to Republican in either model (1) 

or (2), holding all other terms constant. This perhaps resulted from the reduced ideological 

salience of party identification after accounting for conservatism, libertarianism, and voting 

habits, which extracted the meaningful core values that undergird at least Democrat and 

Republican affiliations. For instance, respondents’ recalled 2020 candidate choice relative to 

voting for Joe Biden manifested as an important force, with a Trump vote associated with 

accumulating anti-Montessori responses and reacting more favorably toward business-like 

schooling. Perhaps ought might be gained by more deeply exploring linkages between 

strongman-style politics and Strict Father anxieties in education or other policy domains. At 

present, it is clear that Montessori’s nurturant guiding philosophy reduced its appeal to Trump 

voters on the margins. 

Greater interpretive hesitation is likely warranted when approaching H2. Model (1) in 

Panel A suggested that gradually becoming less libertarian, or more communist, moved 

respondents closer to the ideal Montessori position. Switching to the committed libertarian 

category was separately associated with a shift away from Montessori support in the aggregate, 

but this impact ceased to meet conventional significance thresholds when key interactions were 

incorporated via model (2). The deleterious partial impact of libertarian beliefs on aggregate 

Montessori support helps address H2 by suggesting that the two concepts are inversely related. 

Furthermore, even the coefficient on libertarianism produced by model (2) exhibited the same 

directionality as the significant result from model (1), possibly indicating that the analysis merely 

suffers from power issues with respect to libertarians. 
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Several other fascinating policy dynamics leapt from the approaches that models (1) and 

(2) applied to the exploratory marketization question. Unsurprisingly, libertarianism was robustly 

associated with favorability toward the “children as customers” proposition. Switching from non-

libertarian to committed libertarian status always correlated with a 0.2 (or more) ordinal point 

swing towards “strongly support” regardless of model. Even these two tenths can be considered 

quite meaningful when mulling over how a) marketization was measured on a five-point scale, b) 

the estimated effect accounted for libertarianism in isolation from other influences, and c) mass 

publics are less ideologically consistent than policymakers or other elites, who may transform 

similar directional preferences into public consequences of far more extremity than any single 

consumer choice.  

Some less intuitive questions were raised by conservatism’s tenuous relationship with 

this same outcome. I argue that Panel D in Table 3 clarifies the null coefficients on ideology in 

Table 2’s marketization columns through its statistically significant polynomial terms. Indeed, 

model (3) produced negative and statistically significant coefficients on demeaned ideology 

when using marketization as the dependent variable— thus demonstrating how the 

marketization-ideology relationship trended downward along a nonlinear and concave path as 

respondents neared strong conservatism. Combining these insights with the bottom right 

scatterplot in Figure 1 and the mean plots in Figure 2 yields that null ideology coefficients in 

some linear specifications probably failed to capture the distinction between two important 

stages: the slight arc upwards (against) marketization when ideology moves from strongly liberal 

to slightly liberal ideology, and the notable downward curve after approaching moderate 

ideology.  
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Interactions and Appendix E 

As previously discussed, Panel C in Table 3 affirmed that significant and logically 

coherent coefficients for important variables largely withstood incorporating key interactions.6 

With respect to the interactions themselves, libertarianism and parenting status struck me as the 

most informative. Positive and significant coefficients on the “ideology X libertarianism” 

interactions for both overall Montessori support and marketization demonstrated how 

libertarianism moderated the relationship between ideology and these dependent variables— 

driving the predicted outcome upward when ideology became more conservative. The overall 

index effect was much more intuitive; earlier partial effects already implied that, on balance, 

libertarian principles must juxtapose Montessori. Uncovering how a libertarian who grows more 

conservative, all else remaining equal, may experience amplified opposition to the aggregated 

Montessori elements further justified my tentative decision to reject H2. 

Regarding the second libertarianism interaction, an adverse contingent effect on 

ideology’s partial influence over support for marketized schools was certainly odd at first glance. 

Figure 3 relaxes the assumption that this interaction conformed to linearity, and charts LOESS 

lines of the movement in overall Montessori favorability and marketization as ideology shifted 

rightward for both libertarians and non-libertarians. Limited power due to the sample’s few 

libertarians made it impossible to preclude the linearity assumed in model (2), though at the 

least, the figure’s rightmost chart opened up the possibility that strong liberals and slight 

 
6 Libertarianism’s statistical insignificance was previously mentioned. Moreover, some 
complications could arise from model (2)’s significant coefficient on demeaned ideology for the 
marketization question, which was not present in model (1)’s comparable, though untransformed, 
ideology coefficient. This still pointed in the expected direction and may simply reflect that 
demeaned ideology’s marginal impact behaved in a more linear fashion when holding 
libertarianism, parenting status, and child and parent private school attendance at zero. 
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conservatives were motivated toward marketized schooling by libertarian leanings, while the 

overall upward (i.e., anti-market) effect was concentrated around strong conservatives. In this 

manner, the analysis raised a suspicion that some traditionalist conservatives who are not strictly 

libertarian may sort into the indicator due to its foci on economics and government rather than 

authority per say. Crucially, walking this chart (or its linear equivalent from Figure 2) backwards 

showed that libertarianism likely contributed to more pro-market attitudes as liberalism 

increased, which clarified the general finding and roughly reconciled its implications with 

established theory. 

[see Figure 3] 

 Although enrolling one’s child in private K-12 schools did not produce any significant 

interaction effects with ideology, parenting status more broadly significantly decreased the rate 

at which conservative ideology disposed survey respondents against the overall Montessori 

method.7 Moreover, the positive and significant coefficient on this interaction term when 

predicting the marketization question also suggested that parenthood pulled incremental changes 

upward (away from “children as customers”) as ideology became more conservative. Perhaps 

raising children inspires an otherwise absent sensitivity toward the need for nurturance or 

independence in the classroom among some conservatives, impelling hesitation at the thought of 

business-like schools. The mechanism by which parenting status— as well as the parent having 

attended a private school— drove conservatives’ support away from marketization is ultimately 

unknown; of equal importance, too, are the apparent inverse effects as ideology became more 

liberal, which were particularly evident in Figure 2. A critical observer might suggest that 

parenthood simply normalizes or defuses polarized views on this issue at both ideological 

 
7 This effect was in the same direction, but was no longer significant, when the Montessori index 
excluded respondent opposition to standardized testing. 
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extremes. However, one should exercise strong caution in constructing hypothetical explanations 

given that no motivations are known. 

 Enriching these considerations, Appendix E interacted demeaned ideology with all 

dichotomous and categorical variables, though the added value of doing so remains unclear. 

Little additional variation in the dependent variables emerged upon running the corresponding 

regression models, as adjusted R2 for each of the main outcomes only rose by roughly another 

hundredth relative to model (2). Nevertheless, it may be worth considering how metropolitan 

status mediated conservative ideology to reduce the extent to which veering rightward moved 

respondents away from overall Montessori support. Other statistically significant interactions 

with categorical variables could bear fruit in subsequent projects, but these were laden with 

interpretive difficulties due to unclear explanations at present. It may instead be more useful to 

specifically develop research designs that extract and cleanly describe heterogeneity in education 

preferences by some of the factors identified in Appendix E, such as region of the United States 

or race/ethnicity. Qualitative research into specific group members’ motivations and educational 

aspirations vis-à-vis Montessori principles may unearth particularly valuable insights. 

Appendix E provides its greatest service in testifying to the robust partial effects of 

several demographic variables hitherto unmentioned. Within every model, it was notable that 

reporting male gender relative to female produced significant effects similar in magnitude for the 

same dependent variables. The male category cut against Montessori support and towards 

marketization, possibly lending credence to the explicitly gendered framing of the Strict Father 

model (i.e., respondents who report male gender are more likely to identify with disciplinarian 

attitudes). Comparably salient was the pro-Montessori and pro-market partial impact from 

currently enrolling a child in a private school; these parents may simultaneously identify more 
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strongly than other respondents with a progressive reform mindset and be more likely to view the 

private sector as an innovation generator. Finally, the partial effect of obtaining at least an 

undergraduate education relative to only completing high school or less was, across all models, 

unrelated to overall Montessori support and significantly supportive of business-like schools. 

This result tempts an analyst to wonder if college graduates have greater faith in business as a 

social institution than individuals with less education. Once again, though, any stories told from 

simple associations are merely speculative, and would benefit from deeper research whether 

quantitative or qualitative. 

Supplemental Analysis: Individual Montessori Questions 

 The aggregate Montessori index adequately captures public favorability toward the 

bundle of important themes advanced by modern advocates, though its very nature obscures 

greater variation in preferences on an issue-by-issue basis. Such is the premise that motivates 

H3, which demands fine measurement of at least Montessori’s social goals to tease out specific 

points of contention between libertarians and Montessorians. I briefly complement and extend 

the main analyses through estimating models (1) and (2) for all nine Montessori sub-elements 

contained within my survey instrument. Tables 4 and 5 compile the respective results, 

demonstrating how the most important question-level effects, or general takeaways, for both 

conservatism and libertarianism were robust to specifications that included key interactions 

previously noted. 

[see Tables 4 and 5] 

 Drawing upon Panels E and F, one can clearly see that the overall inverse association 

between Montessori support and conservatism was mostly driven by subject matter reasonably 

classified as progressive social goals: environmentalism in the classroom, social justice, and a 
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belief in global communities. Conservatism’s tendency toward inverse associations also slightly 

spilled over into more granular classroom practices, like culturally responsive pedagogy and 

whole child (mind, body, emotions) learning, and possibly even the measure for greater student 

choice over activities. In general, the supplemental findings for liberal-conservative ideology 

illustrated that increased political conservatism may lend itself to broad-based Montessori 

opposition, independent of other influences, and despite the fact that certain widely supported 

elements (e.g., practical lessons and intrinsic motivation) did not activate underlying liberal or 

conservative values.8 

 The marginal effect of libertarianism coincided with conservative attitudes against some 

obvious progressive rallying cries— once again, consistently moving in the opposite direction of 

support for social justice in the classroom as well as the global community ideal. Less consistent 

results appeared in opposition to culturally competent pedagogy and whole child learning, which 

lost conventional statistical significance (but retained the same directionality) when ideology was 

held at its mean due to the construction of model (2). Overall, it requires no great stretch of the 

imagination to declare support for H3, which predicted a cultural alliance between libertarians 

and conservatives that would rear its head when and where Montessori values evangelized 

progressive causes. At the same time, libertarianism did break away from these general trends on 

at least the student choice question, where switching to committed libertarian status shifted a 

 
8 Support/opposition to standardized testing may also fit into this description. The positive, 
statistically significant association between demeaned ideology and the reverse-coded testing 
measure in Panel F only described a pro-testing marginal effect of ideology for respondents who 
were not libertarians, not parents, did not attend private K-12 schools, and did not have children 
enrolled in such schools. This, needless to say, describes a quite specific person (though not a 
completely uncommon one). I contend that Panel E better reflected the marginal effect of 
increased conservatism in a general sense. 
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respondent closer to the pro-Montessori position, all else equal.9 Such a finding may help clarify 

why some libertarian activists have expressed positive views toward Montessori pedagogy 

(Enright 2010; Kirby 2022). It is also worth questioning whether the negative (i.e., pro-

Montessori) coefficients on libertarianism for practical lessons and intrinsic motivation would be 

consistently significant if the sample size among this group— and therefore the indicator’s 

statistical power— were improved. 

 The above supplemental section makes no claim to have exhaustively explored every 

variable’s partial effect on every question. It instead merely highlights how specific Montessori 

sub-components were more ideologically polarizing than others, especially to the extent that 

such heterogeneity implicated H3. Reform advocates and reform opponents can find further, 

unaddressed relationships throughout Panels E and F. These, in turn, may inspire pathways for 

crafting novel framing strategies; creatively emphasizing different Montessori elements may 

stimulate marginal opinion changes and political activity among liberals, conservatives, 

libertarians, parents, or other stakeholder groups. 

Limitations, Future Directions, and Conclusions 

Regression models (1), (2), and (3) addressed multiple aspects of the roles that ideology 

and other education policy determinants play in public perceptions of Montessori education. 

Across various specifications utilizing comprehensive controls, I discovered that the unique 

effect of conservatism on overall Montessori support was always statistically significant and in 

the same direction— resoundingly against the reform. Delving into conservative ideology’s 

partial impact on individual Montessori questions strengthened this interpretation. While 

 
9 The ideology interaction surprisingly cuts in the opposite direction, amplifying conservative 
opposition. Appendix F shows that this is likely driven by the fact that libertarians who are also 
strong liberals are more supportive of student choice than non-libertarian strong liberals, 
resulting in a steeper slope as one moves to the right. 
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political ideology had no association with some such measures (e.g., practical classroom 

lessons), greater conservatism was never significantly associated with a shift closer to the 

Montessori position for any sub-component. In this manner, my thesis project has contributed 

strong support for H1, which distilled the Strict Father and Nurturant Parent ideals from Moral 

Politics Theory into relevant issue dimensions of authority, order, and discipline. These Strict 

Father values may indeed characterize conservative preferences (at the margins) when and where 

policy content holds clear implications for family dynamics and childhood development. 

Concomitantly, one could reasonably contend that the relationship between libertarianism 

and permissive pedagogy, such as Montessori schooling, would benefit from further 

interrogation. My strongest contribution to this domain associated libertarianism with increased 

opposition to structuring classrooms around major progressive social causes. Indeed, 

libertarianism may even alter the partial impact of left-right ideology: opposition to overall 

Montessori principles was amplified as a libertarian’s self-reported conservatism increased, 

assuming no other variables changed. Similar effects appeared among several questions detailing 

progressive visions for either classroom practices (e.g., culturally responsive teaching) or the 

sweeping societal changes embodied through concepts like social justice and global 

communities.  

While such findings across models supported H3, I uncovered complex evidence 

regarding H2. Key exceptions to the negative libertarianism-Montessori relationship emerged 

within the student choice question— and perhaps even internal motivation— where 

libertarianism actually moved respondents closer toward the Montessori position, all else equal. 

Although significant coefficients on committed libertarian status and liberal-conservative 

ideology pointed in the same direction for other survey questions, the student choice measure 
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partially validated theoretical predictions that libertarians would experience greater sensitivity to 

individual freedom or autonomy than conservatives. Still, while the spirit of H2 called for broad 

Montessori sympathies, this important finding amounted to only slight overlap between the 

Montessori and libertarian philosophies. Nuanced results ultimately welcome new research 

designs which, moving forward, might challenge or reiterate these associations with increased 

power from exceptional subject recruitment efforts. 

At last, my exploratory marketization question harbored noteworthy political implications 

despite merely tangential relevance to Montessori praxis. On this point, the “children as 

customers” philosophy does motivate some Montessori preschools funded through billionaire 

philanthropy (Bezos Day One Fund n.d.), though the concept more generally represents a 

striking marriage of private sector values with social service delivery. I contributed a tentative 

first look at how this framing might facilitate disruptive ideological partnerships. While few 

would be surprised to find that stronger support was consistently associated with libertarianism,10 

synergy between various data visualizations and a polynomial regression also uncovered how 

some sympathetic strong liberals may help drive the significant, nonlinear relationship between 

liberal-conservative ideology and marketized schooling. This unexpected result welcomes 

additional work centered around replication, mechanisms, or relevance in specific contexts rather 

than solely the present, abstract framing. 

 
10 The interaction terms from Model 2 and Appendix E admittedly lent themselves to less-than-
clear interpretations, though my earlier discussion clarified that libertarianism may push strong 
liberals closer to a pro-market orientation. 
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Analytical Strategy II: Text Analysis of Modern Montessori Advocacy 

National survey responses made manifest a rich portrait of the political actors amenable 

to Montessori activism, but further information concerning the present state of such advocacy 

must be gleaned from major proponents themselves. With this goal in mind, I systematically 

extracted pdf documents and written text from web pages maintained by five Montessori 

organizations: the Association Montessori Internationale (AMI) and its U.S. subsidiary (AMI 

USA), the American Montessori Society (AMS), the National Center for Montessori in the 

Public Sector (NCMPS), and finally, the Montessori Public Policy Initiative (MPPI), which 

performs lobbying and public outreach work in concert with all nonprofits previously mentioned. 

The bulk of my data collection was performed between October 2023 and February 2024, though 

some final pdfs and organizational sub-pages were recorded in early March 2024. This portion of 

my thesis project employed strictly public data and was declared exempt from University of 

Oklahoma Institutional Review Board oversight on October 10, 2023. 

Data 

 During the project timeframe, I cycled through every link contained within each 

organization’s website header and footer, allowing the collection process to unfold across the 

paths embedded inside each section. Upon securing all non-member restricted online text and pdf 

data a) contained on main websites, and b) consistent with several coding rules detailed below, I 

then proceeded to record qualifying content from any subdomains or affiliated websites 

displayed on the primary pages. For instance, the AMI dedicates unique websites to several 

organizational subdivisions— notably including its “Montessori for Dementia” and “Aid to Life” 

initiatives— while the AMS describes training course contents on its learn.amshq.org domain 

and hosts information concerning the annual “Montessori Experience” event separately from the 
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main website. In perhaps the most interesting design choice, multiple header tabs presented to 

users on the NCMPS home page directed to distinct sites rather than pathing to locations within 

the original web domain. 

 My thesis project was designed to approximate the universe of modern advocacy 

narratives utilized by five major Montessori proponents as well as public domain historical 

writings from Maria Montessori. Although admittedly a select cohort, the chosen nonprofit 

activist organizations were assumed to possess unparalleled knowledge of Montessori pedagogy, 

employ credible staff, and have access to extensive (and in the case of AMI, global) networks 

that could facilitate substantial evangelizing. In this manner, my selection strategy mimicked the 

qualitative traditions of elite and expert case studies spanning diverse methods (e.g., Hyett, 

Kenny, and Dickson-Swift 2014; Doringer 2021), where purposive sampling identifies 

theoretically and substantively valuable subjects who are explored through research tools 

befitting the context. The focal actors in such work tend to exercise meaningful influence over 

socio-cultural or political change and may reveal uncommon insights through their expertise. At 

present, it is reasonable to assume that the five organizations captured within my study play 

dominant roles in defining Montessori education: the selected organizations actively intervene in 

the market for Montessori schooling, as AMI, AMI USA and AMS recognize or accredit 

schools, and along with NCMPS, appear to coordinate (separate) teacher and school 

administrator trainings. MPPI then assists national organizations and several regional and smaller 

actors with activism and lobbying efforts, all of which constitute direct political action. 

Close attention to construct validity governed both my case selection, as noted above, and 

my inclusion criteria for the web pages and pdf documents that comprised my analytical dataset. 

While much of the text content contained within each nonprofit’s website seemed to pertain 
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directly to their own advocacy activities, and thus, their organizational understanding of goals, 

strategies, and progressive pedagogy, this did not hold as an unflinching axiom for every online 

paragraph or pdf. Various web pages, text chunks, and documents instead reflected the personal 

biographies of individual speakers, writers, or employees, job postings and advertisements 

solicited from Montessori schools and external training centers (including some pages that these 

parties were encouraged to claim for themselves), and materials lacking clear internal authorship 

or branding. These potential threats to construct validity existed on a risk magnitude spectrum, 

with individuals’ biographies occupying the most ambiguous space, followed by external job and 

organizational advertisements, and at last, external documents (pedagogical or non-pedagogical) 

presented to the public for reference or general discussion.  

The third category most explicitly made obvious the need for clear guidelines regarding 

data collection, else my entire analysis dataset could have been contaminated with observations 

wholly irrelevant to organizational activities and philosophies on education. To illustrate this 

point in brief: consider that the MPPI uploaded the entire Congressional bill for the Paycheck 

Protection Program within its list of COVID-19 resources (MPPI n.d.a.), the text from which 

would have plainly drowned out any Montessori advocacy whatsoever. Similar choices from 

other organizations, spanning numerous topics, implied that a naive solution involving the 

analysis of all text without basic screening where feasible would inject untenable error into my 

measurement scheme.  

I instead developed a rough initial curation framework subsequently refined with new 

criteria whenever a confounding choice unaddressed by existing rules arose. The collection 

process was limited to web pages and pdf documents unrestricted to paid or account-holding 

members, congruent with the project’s focus on public-facing communications. I further trimmed 
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user interface elements that did not convey substantive page content, such as navigational 

sidebars and visible paths, but I did transcribe informational charts and pictographs where 

appropriate. The final set of coding/collection criteria took on the following form:   

1. Links to external organizations’ websites were not followed. 

2. Video titles were recorded if contained on the web page itself, but videos were not 

transcribed. 

3. Spaces and/or punctuation were added into the text data if needed to facilitate recognition 

of distinct tokens in R. 

4. Web page titles that were not jpegs were included in the text data. 

5. Excluded text conveyed in jpegs that reflected organizational logos, third party 

promotions, event or other advertisements, or posts presented entirely as photos. 

6. Excluded Spanish-only web pages. 

7. Persistent web page banners and footers (e.g., for the entire website) were only counted 

once. 

8. Excluded individual person (e.g., speaker, staff, lecturer, trainer, etc…) or external 

organizational (e.g., school, partner, training center, etc…) biographies observed in web 

pages due to ambiguities around authorship. 

9. Excluded job and course listings and/or descriptions for external organizations, but 

included job and course listings and/or descriptions for the target Montessori advocates 

themselves. 

10. Attempts were made to exclude search bar placeholder text. 

11. Allowed for duplication of web pages that appeared in separate sections, or navigational 

tabs, of an organization’s website (i.e., articles with separate paths but repeated content). 
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12. Excluded generic cookie and privacy policies. 

13. Excluded Captchas and text solely related to Captchas. 

14. Included abbreviated posts, quotes, or news blurbs on landing pages, though a few 

landing pages that entirely duplicated all linked content were treated as collections of 

unique web pages, rather than double-counted. Within specific articles, included blurbs 

from “next up” or “you may like” sections after the article if such web page features 

terminated without replicating entire archives. 

15. Could print a web page as a pdf in the rare case that the user interface prohibited 

consistently highlighting text for copying and pasting (only occurred once). 

 

Separately, I developed criteria for preparing the Maria Montessori text files and 

obtaining and handling pdf documents with consistent standards. As the historical comparison 

was only a minor component of the project, corresponding rules are provided in Appendix G. 

The pdf rules, meanwhile, took on the following form: 

1. Included solely documents likely authored or endorsed by the target Montessori 

organization (i.e., letterhead, logo, or direct mention of the organizational name in a 

manner that seemed to imply authorship). 

2. Documents were only recorded if both publicly accessible and presented without a 

copyright notice prohibiting non-classroom use. 

3. Pdfs qualified as contained within the website whether or not they appeared to be direct 

Wordpress uploads or stored in Google Drive. 

4. Qualifying .doc or .docx files were printed as pdfs and then collected normally. 
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5. Every qualifying pdf was downloaded regardless of whether duplication was suspected, 

though duplicates were removed from the analysis data folder post-hoc on the basis of 

document names. In other words, same-name documents were saved with the extensions 

“_2”, “_3” and so on when downloaded, then manually checked later. One pdf folder 

with duplicates and one without have each been maintained. 

6. Allowed for duplication of web page content where and when content was offered in both 

web page and pdf format, as these texts were assumed to be especially important to the 

organization. 

 

 Given the scope of the project and the desire to obtain as much data that represented 

Montessori advocacy as possible, there were likely accuracy tradeoffs at play. Human error is 

certainly one consequence of original data collection performed by a single researcher, though I 

developed straightforward coding rules to reduce its impact to the greatest extent possible. Of 

course, by simply setting such rules the project inherently risked a) including data that did not 

reflect target organizations’ institutional understandings of Montessori principles, and b) 

excluding data that one could reasonably attribute to this same institutional knowledge base. 

Combining pdf and web page data illustrated this catch-22 particularly well; the former medium 

was relatively inflexible in terms of making editorial choices about text inclusion compared to 

the latter, which was highly flexible but accordingly demanded numerous subjective judgments. 

All such judgements are open to scrutiny and opinions likely vary as to which rules were worth 

imposing, though I am confident that my rationale has been sufficiently established. 

With organizational advocacy data in hand, several R objects that would facilitate my 

analysis were created via quanteda (Benoit et al. 2018) using insights from Puschmann and 
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Haim (2019) alongside an archived presentation from the package maintainer (see Benoit 2019). 

In brief, I was able to more or less painlessly merge web page text saved across several 

spreadsheets and over two thousand cells with pdf contents extracted through readtext (Benoit et 

al. 2024). When unique objects, or “corpa,” had been constructed for all five Montessori 

organizations and the historical writings, I collapsed each dataset’s documents such that my 

analysis data were structured in an organization-by-full text contents form. Then, these collapsed 

datasets were tokenized to treat every individual word as an observation. Retaining a separation 

between each organizational dataset at this stage enabled both basic descriptive statistics and 

separate application of dictionary keys to each organization’s (and Maria Montessori’s) tokens.  

 The scope of all data contained within my sample was large prior to quanteda’s default 

screening procedures, which eventually removed punctuation, urls, numbers, stopwords, and 

symbols. Table 6 compiles the token sums across all documents for each organizational dataset, 

with individual sets ranging from 70,174 tokens (MPPI) to 960,153 tokens (NCMPS). It should 

be further noted that five out of six datasets exceeded a half million tokens, resulting in a 

cumulative sample sum of 3,822,123. Such an expansive sample provided considerable 

assurance that the research design could adequately capture the tenor and content of Montessori 

advocacy among the selected organizations and historical texts. Additional descriptors beyond 

tokens have been relegated to the table, which tallies both the unique tokens, or “types,” and 

sentences observed by quanteda, and shows that the number of observations/documents per 

organization ranged from five (the Historical texts) to 1,780 (AMI). Despite the impressive latter 

figure, observation counts in Table 6 are not strictly related to token sums; AMI offered website 

visitors a large number of single-page Maria Montessori quotes and advocacy posters in pdf 
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format, which inflated its raw document tally despite accounting for little of the organization’s 

actual token content.  

[see Table 6] 

Methods 

 Constructing the analytical dataset smoothly followed from the cleaning and preparation 

previously discussed. First, I loaded the Moral Foundations Dictionary (MFD) 2.0 (Frimer et al. 

2019) as a dictionary class object in R. The quanteda package provides users with a copy of the 

MFD among several other dictionaries tailored to specific research areas, and my project 

assumed that this tool was broadly trustworthy. I then split the dictionary into two stratified 

levels detailing a) the highest degrees of moral abstraction achieved by the MFD (care, loyalty, 

authority, fairness, sanctity), and b) the specific “virtue” and “vice” valences enclosed inside 

these five overarching categories. In Moral Foundations Theory, each dimension of moral 

reasoning is actually bipolar— manifesting through either venerated concepts and attributes or 

anxieties around core ideal noncompliance (Haidt and Graham 2007; Graham and Haidt 2012, p. 

17-18). Some prior work that draws upon MFD terms in various text analysis strategies has 

employed one or both levels depending on the research question (e.g., Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 

2009; Bowe 2018), though the present study chooses to dedicate most of its attention to the five 

overarching foundations.  

Large n text analysis using topical dictionaries leverages individual tokens, or words, 

nested into substantively meaningful categories. The researcher’s interests may lead to a focus on 

emotional sentiments obtained through complex machine learning methods, or just the 

frequencies of certain terms or concepts, though all strategies enable automated text coding that 

assists with mitigating fallible human judgment in the identification stage. Despite the 
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consistency benefits from automation, it remains true that human error may still creep in through 

data inclusion criteria, as previously mentioned. The need for pdf reading tools in the Montessori 

case does additionally open doors to some computer-driven errors (e.g., processing glitches) 

beyond the researcher’s control. At the same time, my attempt to describe modern Montessori 

advocacy still represents an evolution of the techniques historically used in quantitative content 

analysis (White and Marsh 2006), whereby the researcher references terms and/or categories 

from a coding dictionary while counting their occurrence within the sample by hand. Applying 

the MFD dictionary via a quanteda token lookup11 was clearly superior; the software instantly 

scanned through all available text, rather than the small subset feasible under manual coding, 

thus tallying frequency counts at a scale comprising several million words. 

The project’s final stage then demanded a statistical test to help glean concrete insights 

into whether relative areas of moral emphasis differed across organizations. This goal was 

facilitated through the document-feature matrix produced from my dictionary-coded tokens, 

which I subsequently converted into a data frame of frequency counts and within-dataset 

proportions for all moral foundations. My analysis naturally gravitated toward an equality test 

between each pair of organizations and their corresponding moral foundations. For all 

comparisons, I utilized two-tailed z-tests, or differences in proportions, that determined 

significance via Pearson’s chi-squared statistic (see McHugh 2013). The tests relied upon 

conventional confidence levels, though I have also made special note of results where p > 0.01 in 

a table presented further into the discussion. 

 
11 In quanteda, the user can apply dictionaries to either a “tokens” or “document-feature matrix” 
(dfm) object. However, tokens objects preserve word locations within the original source 
documents, whereas dfms trade this granularity for the ability to accommodate statistical 
analyses. To the best of my understanding, multi-word keys within a dictionary can be accurately 
and automatically coded at the “tokens” stage, thus motivating my selection. 
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It is important to note that the chosen tests were non-parametric and thus agnostic about 

the distribution of the data. Even better, the null hypothesis under each two-proportion z-test 

reflected an assumption that the proportion of a group’s successful trials/observations accounted 

for by a categorical variable was equivalent to that of another group. When applied to the 

Montessori context, this baseline condition states that if the proportion difference in a moral 

category across two Montessori organizations is indistinguishable from zero, this would provide 

some evidence in favor of H4, and with regards to the historical texts, H5. Proceeding to my 

quantitative evaluation also required deciding whether the data should continue to separate the 

AMI and AMI USA. Reasonable debate could perhaps tilt the scales in either direction, though I 

ultimately judged it highly likely that AMI USA communications received direct influence from 

the AMI, and thus, that retaining a separation would arbitrarily truncate AMI data and bias 

relative frequencies. After all, the AMI runs several initiatives that likewise have their own 

identities, such as “Montessori for Dementia,” “Aid to Life,” and others, and I made no 

organizational distinctions in these prior cases during data collection. 

Results and Discussion 

 The project’s scalable content analysis produced fruitful results. Figure 4 and Table 7 

illustrate the final dictionary category frequencies for all organizational datasets as well as the 

within-dataset proportions of coded terms allocated to each moral foundation. Some basic 

similarities and differences revealed themselves through these initial findings. For one, the care 

dimension dominated advocacy narratives for the AMI, AMS, Historical, and MPPI datasets, and 

although the NCMPS and AMS USA data elevated loyalty slightly higher, care still rose to 

become their second most frequent moral basis for public website communications. Further, both 

the AMS and AMI ranked loyalty second after care, whereas the MPPI and historical data 
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instead chose to emphasize authority. The specific thought processes, internal managerial 

directives, and cross-organizational discussions that governed each data source’s 

communications strategies are unknown, but the descriptive canvas produced by these 

observations indicates some overlapping understandings of Montessori pedagogy with slight 

differences regarding which values best complement either care or loyalty. These differences 

became even less apparent after combining the AMI and AMI USA datasets, in which case the 

AMI and AMS placed nearly identical priorities on each foundation. NCMPS alone could be said 

to rank loyalty above care. 

[see Table 7 and Figure 4] 

Perhaps congruent with the desire to put one’s best foot forward when representing a 

professional organization, “vice” terms lagged “virtue” terms for every moral foundation across 

every organization, and this chasm was virtually always large (see supplementary Figure 4A). It 

was similarly intuitive to find that Maria Montessori discussed sanctity far more often than 

modern advocates: at a 19 percent rate relative to a maximum of seven percent among the 

nonprofits. Many sanctity terms are explicitly religious, and this faith-based dimension suits the 

profound religiosity of early 1900s Europe and America, as well as Dr. Montessori’s personal 

conviction that her method advanced a Catholic mission (Winter 2022). The diminished presence 

of this moral category in modern activism may uncover an observably lesser role for faith and 

spirituality within contemporary progressive education circles. On this point, Figure 5 offers a 

detailed treatment of the most frequent individual terms from each moral category. Within the 

sanctity “top 50” list, dictionary keys covering esoteric subject matter like “souls,” and the 

“divine” proliferated alongside “catholic” and “christian.” Several relatively ambiguous terms 

including “body” and “food” also appeared often, though it is important to recall that Montessori 
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incorporates healthy lifestyle practices and exercise into classroom praxis. Granted, the mere act 

of speculating about word meaning illustrates a frustration in large n content analyses that use 

frequency counting— context evaporates, with the ability to perform and compile convenient 

statistics left in its place.  

[see Figure 5] 

In general, how one chooses to interpret the ideological implications inherent to each 

term category is probably a function of their belief in the MFD’s validity, and their familiarity 

with the research context. It is notable and possibly controversial, for example, that references to 

“community,” “families,” “allies,” and derivations on these terms contributed to the loyalty 

category. Not only might such concepts benefit from outsized use in education policy relative to 

other domains, but both the Montessori aspiration toward a global community and progressive 

views on allyship with minority groups are apt to harbor liberal-leaning connotations. When 

attempting to evaluate these complexities, the divide between MFT’s and MPT’s assumptions 

surrounding left-right values and community orientation may be more salient than originally 

anticipated. Future coding dictionaries might consider categories that better acknowledge the 

nuances in how liberals and conservatives socially construct this key moral foundation, or 

perhaps more clearly articulate the collectivism-individualism moral dimension (and to whom it 

truly belongs).  

The likewise surprising prevalence of authority terms invites simple explanations: 

“guides” commonly replace the teacher job title among Montessori educators, and 

Montessorians believe that freedom, independence, and consistent-but-limited rules within the 

classroom create “order” in and of themselves. These nuances might threaten some core 

assumptions that support MFT. When piecing together prior knowledge about progressive 
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pedagogy with the national survey results indicating how conservatism may depress support for 

Montessori, it is reasonable to challenge why the MFD ascribes some conservative foundations 

to a progressive movement. The most obvious response is, perhaps, that the Montessori data lack 

ideological comparison groups for this particular policy domain; it is near impossible to 

thoroughly discuss K-12 education without mentioning concepts such as “order,” “respect,” 

“leadership,” “leaders,” and so on, but a conservative organization might emphasize these 

aspects of teaching more than the present collection of self-identified progressives. Productive 

research extensions might select educational thought leaders or prominent activists who promote 

ideas clearly antithetical to Montessori, and merge these individuals’ text data onto the present 

set. This strategy would more closely mimic the first MFD application, which coded and 

compared known liberal and conservative sermons (Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009). 

At present, though, the primary concern is unity among supposedly like-minded activists. 

To this end, a final look at the remaining two moral categories reveals why care is so consistently 

resonant within the Montessori worldview. The top terms reflecting care and fairness described 

aspects of the method that, respectively, intend to nurture children and pursue societal change. 

Moreover, the “child” term nested inside care dominated every term in every category before 

even tallying frequencies for “childhood,” “childcare,” and similar concepts; the fundamental 

Montessori claim to promote child-centered education could not ring truer in the data. Fairness, 

meanwhile, underperformed relative to other categories if one expects the target nonprofits to 

overwhelmingly utilize liberal foundations.  

 These initial insights into Montessori public communications captured theoretically 

salient, overarching themes in the data while acknowledging quirks of the toolset employed. 

Building upon the latter point, another layer of caution is warranted given that only a small 
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fragment of the text sample constituted moral language at all. Figure 6 demonstrates how no 

Montessori dataset allocated more than three percent of its total tokens to moral foundation terms 

included within the MFD. This finding is logical, however, when considering that the quanteda 

MFD’s five categories accounted for 2,103 terms when combined, which appears diminutive 

when placed alongside the sample’s range between 6,151 unique tokens at the global minimum 

(MPPI), to a global maximum of 38,028 (AMS).  

Frimer et al. (2019) contend that the MFD instrument has undergone psychometric 

testing and validation procedures, including applications to prompted essays where research 

subjects were randomly assigned to write about each moral foundation’s virtue and vice 

conditions. Lending these validation efforts their due, it is also likely true that much of the 

collected Montessori text could encompass no philosophical content by its nature or its authors’ 

design. For instance, grand moral implications may be few and far between in documents that 

instruct partner schools on grant access, inform teachers about specific classroom activities, blog 

about concrete organizational achievements, or detail other topics with clear value-added for 

practitioners. It simply requires no great stretch of the imagination to assume that many 

observations covered much mundane text.  

[see Figure 6] 

 With all relevant data elements defined, the project recognizes that a purely descriptive 

analysis would undersell its compatibility with statistical evaluations leveraging the moral 

category proportions within each organization’s advocacy narratives. Table 8 presents results 

from 55 equality of proportions tests using Pearson’s chi-square statistic. Here, the fact that any 

organizations communicated moral foundations at relative frequencies indistinguishable from 

zero was fairly remarkable; the coded documents reflected wide-ranging materials produced over 
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multiple years and encompassing highly diverse topics. It stands out, then, that five tests revealed 

equivalent foundation proportions: the AMS and historical texts on care, the MPPI and historical 

texts on authority, the AMS and AMI on both fairness and authority, and the AMI and MPPI on 

care. Although the 50 remaining tests exhibited statistically significant differences in category 

proportions, even these differences were often substantively small. Both the left and right bounds 

for most of the 95 percent confidence intervals in Table 8 were less than one tenth removed from 

zero, meaning that absolute values for proportion difference point estimates were often lower 

than 0.10.  

[see Table 8] 

The statistical tests, taken as a whole, were informative of some narrative similarities 

despite essentially rejecting H4 and H5 in a strict sense. Importantly, it may be unwise to use 

statistical equivalency as the most important standard by which to judge the Montessori 

advocates as morally or philosophically similar. Relatively small differences in many proportions 

when compared at the organization-category level, and some congruences in rankings of specific 

moral foundations, also demand consideration. To this end, when balancing clear proportion 

differences in most cases against a near-consensus around the importance of the care dimension 

specifically, it seems that there exists room for re-considering measurement strategies while 

rejecting the plausibility of H4 and H5 for the data at hand. The Montessori organizations did 

not act and speak in perfect lockstep, but instead advanced their common cause with some 

important but not irreconcilable divergences. Unity was nearest at hand between communications 

collected from the AMI and AMS, whose proportion differences were either statistically 

insignificant or failed to meet a 99 percent significance threshold along four out of five 

dimensions. 
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In sum, even though my Montessori content analysis primarily contributes descriptive 

information, it fulfills an exploratory promise by breaking new ground; the ideological 

underpinnings of modern Montessori communications, praxis, and recent growth have not yet 

been thoroughly characterized and evaluated in mainstream education policy research. Each 

study within this thesis plays a complementary role in floating possible ties between the 

Montessori case, political psychology, and public opinion, while leaving pathways open for more 

concrete testing regarding H4 and H5 by other means. Unfortunately, it remains unclear whether 

Montessori organizations attempt to strategically align value-laden public communications to 

bolster their existing alliances, preserve access to resources, or advance common values. The 

relatively less ambitious modern unity and historical fidelity hypotheses also require firmer tests 

and more precise identification strategies before reaching confident conclusions.  

Limitations, Future Directions, and Conclusions 

 The thesis aims and strategies have been justified by strong theoretical grounding, rich 

data, and analyses that extracted relevant information from both the survey and nonprofit 

communication samples. Like any other project, aspects of this work still possess several 

important limitations spanning both sub-components. It is worth reiterating that the Moral 

Foundations Dictionary represents a general instrument which only becomes germane to the 

specific Montessori case through a theoretical relationship between political ideology and 

Montessori philosophy. Despite some demonstrated empirical backing through promising survey 

findings, and a symbiotic relationship with recent work associating ideology and education 

programs (Jung and Mittal 2021), the core project assumptions are admittedly tenuous. It has not 

been “proven,” after all, that Montessori is intrinsically political— or from the public’s 

perspective, that the method’s politics render it more (or less) desirable than alternatives. 
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Montessori advocates and opponents may also demand a more granular description than 

provided in the present research of specific classroom elements that engender political division 

or unity. I address some such concerns through the survey, uncovering what appeared to be 

robust inverse associations between conservative ideology and many principles elevated by the 

typical Montessori classroom, an implied positive association between liberalism and 

Montessori, and somewhat more complex results for libertarians. Resource and time constraints, 

as well as a political science rather than pedagogy focus, have made intractable the possibility for 

a blow-by-blow dive into all things Montessori; a perfect project would never deliver a thesis. 

Necessary constraints were then compounded by the absence, to my knowledge, of Montessori 

and progressive pedagogy coding dictionaries that would help directly link narrow instructional 

elements from the text sample’s web-based advocacy narratives to equally narrow survey 

questions. Although one can imagine a machine learning strategy that draws upon manual 

document coding to automatically identify Montessori elements within text data, this is again 

unfeasible, and belies my emphasis on core ideological values as opposed to pedagogy alone.    

Finally, the overall project faced concept operationalization challenges that could help 

motivate new measurement tools in the future. With respect to the education survey, a reassuring 

representation of the proportion of libertarians likely in the American public does not fully 

compensate for the corresponding index’s low reliability, and the more conceptually compelling 

indicator’s limited power. Associations between libertarian ideology, opposition to progressive 

social goals in pedagogy, and support for marketized schooling, along with possible favorability 

toward student-driven classroom activities, should be interpreted with caution. Moreover, these 

effects deserve further investigation under conditions that cleanly separate libertarians from 

conservatives (although this difficulty has been observed elsewhere; see Lizotte and Warren 
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2021, p. 657). Measurement challenges extended slightly beyond the aforementioned issues, as 

my standardized testing question sacrificed some of the Montessori index’s reliability and, when 

omitted, the index’s concept coverage. Still, even this complication bore fruit, unwittingly 

drawing attention to what seemed a legitimate disagreement between Montessori-sympathetic 

survey respondents and the method’s true believers. Proponents of Montessori education and 

progressive pedagogy more broadly should perhaps consider new strategies for convincing 

potential supporters that standardized tests do not, actually, “do a good job of measuring 

individual student progress.” Conversely, opponents may now possess a meaningful weapon: 

exploiting this cleavage when putting forward alternative visions for K-12 classroom praxis.  

All education policy stakeholders would do well to heed the general findings that 

explicate salient ideological divisions in support for permissive education practices, liberal social 

orientations in schools, and business-like social service provision. To these ends, the underlying 

value incongruities steeped in everyday Americans’ implicit, heterogeneous aspirations for their 

children and society cannot be divorced from K-12 education. Polarization has been most 

obvious in contemporary uses of public schooling as the nation’s cultural coliseum, but growing 

and unprecedented access to private alternatives may carve out spaces for more fundamental 

discussions. There exist blossoming avenues by which stakeholders might meaningfully contest 

the way educational content is delivered, rather than solely debate what content students access 

through the familiar channels, testing implements, and teaching methods. No doubt, American 

pluralism will continue to shape and disrupt how parents and policy advocates approach the 

curricular marketplace; it is incumbent upon researchers to elucidate the public’s options in 

terms of the values that Americans from various walks of life hold dear.
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Tables and Figures 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics 
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Figure 1: Montessori Support Trends 
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Figure 2: Mean Plots for Ideological Groups (Non-Weighted, Within Sample) 
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Table 2: OLS Regression Results for Specification (1) 
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Table 3: OLS Regression Results for Specifications (2) and (3) 
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Figure 3: Re-visiting the Libertarianism Interaction 
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Table 4: OLS Regression Results for Individual Questions Using Model (1) 
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Table 5: OLS Regression Results for Individual Questions Using Model (2) 
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Table 6: Token Universe for Montessori Datasets 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Moral Foundations Coded through “Bag-of-words” Approach 
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Table 7: Moral Foundation Counts and Proportions 
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Figure 4A: Moral Foundations with all Valences 
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Figure 5: Top 50 Observed Terms from Each Moral Foundation 
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Figure 6: Scope of Montessori Text Data and Moral Language 
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Table 8: Equality of Proportions  
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APPENDIX B. Key Survey Elements

Overall Montessori Index 
Student Choice: It is better for students to choose their own learning activities than to strictly 
follow a teacher’s plans 
 
Internal Motivation: External rewards (i.e., prizes, trophies, etc…) are less effective than 
internal motivation at encouraging student engagement 
 
Whole Child Learning: K-12 education should include mind, body, and emotions as part of the 
learning process 
 
Standardized Testing: Standardized tests do a good job of capturing individual student progress 
 
Cultural Competence: The typical classroom would benefit from lessons that encourage 
students to relate activities to their own cultural backgrounds 
 
Practical Lessons: K-12 classrooms should make sure that lessons mimic “real world” situations 
and teach practical skills 
 
Respect for Nature: The typical classroom would benefit from lessons that encourage students 
to respect and interact with nature 
 
Social Justice: The typical classroom would benefit from lessons that encourage students to 
value social justice 
 
Global Community: K-12 education should encourage students to view themselves as members 
of a global community 

[1 through 5] [Strongly Agree through Strongly Disagree] 

 
 

Marketization: Some private schools advertise that they treat children as customers and, 
accordingly, have a customer focus. Would you support or oppose more schools adopting this 
business-like mindset? 

[1 through 5] [Strongly Support through Strongly Oppose] 
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Ideology: On a scale of political ideology, individuals can be arranged from strongly liberal to 
strongly conservative. Which of the following categories best describes your views? 

[1 through 7] [Strongly Liberal through Strongly Conservative] 

 

Laissez-faire: From the following choices, please select the position closest to your views about 
how markets and the government should fit into the economy: 

1 – Free markets are the best method available for getting people what they want 

2 – Markets are often good at getting people what they want, but require some limited 
government oversight 

3 – Markets are only good at getting people what they want if strong government regulations are 
in place 

4 – Markets are sometimes good at getting people what they want, but government ownership of 
industry is often better 

5 – Government ownership of industry is the best method available for getting people what they 
want 

 

Government Distrust: From the following choices, please select the position that most closely 
describes your level of trust in the government's ability to address bad situations: 

1 – Government almost always makes bad situations worse when it gets involved 

2 - Government mostly makes bad situations worse when it gets involved 

3 - Government is equally likely to make a bad situation better or worse when it gets involved 

4 - Government mostly makes bad situations better when it gets involved 

5 – Government almost always makes bad situations better when it gets involved 
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APPENDIX C. Supplemental Factor Analysis 
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APPENDIX D. Trends in Montessori Support by Group 
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APPENDIX E. Supplementary Regression Table 
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APPENDIX F. Interaction for Student Choice 
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APPENDIX G. Inclusion Criteria for Elements of Maria Montessori Text Files 

 
1. Removed Project Gutenberg credits and license info 

2. Removed Title Pages and Tables of Contents 

3. Removed Transcriber's Notes  

4. Removed "The END" signifier 

5. Removed repeat of book name at beginning of book 

6. Removed (brief) Acknowledgements  

 

* Kept: Prefaces, Notes from the author, Footnotes, Illustration descriptions where present in text 

itself, Translator's Notes, Appendices. 

 

APPENDIX H. Technical Documentation 

 Statistical analyses, data management and handling, and graph construction were all 

performed in the programming language R (R Core Team 2022) using a wide variety of open 

source packages: tidyverse (Wickham et al. 2019), dplyr (Wickham et al. 2023), stargazer 

(Hlavac 2022), patchwork (Pedersen 2024), psych (Revelle 2024), summarytools (Comtois 

2022), sandwich (Zeileis, Koll, and Graham 2020), car (Fox and Weisberg 2019), tm (Feinerer 

and Hornik 2024), slam (Hornik, Meyer, and Buchta 2022), ggplot2 (Wickham 2016), quanteda 

(Benoit et al. 2018) and its associated sub-packages, readtext (Benoit et al. 2024), and readxl 

(Wickham and Bryan 2023). 

 

 


